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Miss Denise Bumphis
Miss Bumphis Crowned
Queen At Murray High
Denise Bumph's, daughter of Orea
Nelle Bumphis, was crowned Queen of
Black History Week 'Thursday in
assembly at Murray High School.
Finalists in the election were Gloria
Cavitt, daughter of Marie Cavitt;
Michelle McGehee, daughter of Pearle
Mae and James McGehee; and Marva
Payne, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mose
Payne.
Escorts for the candidates were
Willie Peaty, son of Bessie Perry;
Raymond Sims, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Sims; Claude Johnson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Johnson; Reggie
RaHard. whose guardian is Janice
Ward; and Darrell Foster, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ross Foster.
Principal Ray Reeves opened the
assembly by discussing the purpose of
the program. Coach Tommy Turner
introduced the queen candidates and
presented the queen a bouquet of red
roses. Last year's queen, Willie Nell
Reed, daughter of Oita Nelle Bumphis,
. crowned the new queen.
The Murray High Stage Band,




The Callowar County School Board
approved a reorganized basketball
program for-the elementary schools at
its regular meeting last night.
Begiruang next year, there will be one
boys team and one girls team in
basketball at each of the elementary
schools. At this time, there are two boys
and two girls teams at each school.
Also included in the reorganization
will be an intramural program. for the
students who are not involved in either
of the other competitive teams.
In other action, the board approved a
purchasing agreement v.ith Murray
State University, pending final ap-
proval by the state departments of
finance and education. This agreement
will allow the board to utilize MSU's
purchasing arrangements and save
money on some purchases.
The energy crisis was discussed at
some length by the board, and it was
decided to continue schools meeting one
hour late during the month of
February. The school calendar was
also discussed but no recommendations
or actions were made on makeup days.
Supt. Dr. Jack Rose told the board
that the practical arts program in the
school system has been funded by the
state. This program is a career
orientation project for grades six
through eight at this time. •
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Glendale Road Proposal
Denied By City Council
A proposal that would have extended
Glendale • Road making di a four-lane
interconnector route between U. S. 641
i S. 12th St. and Ky. 121 S. 4th St.) was
denied by the Murray Common,Council
last night. .
The action came after a group of
approximately 30 to 35 residents of the
Glendale Road area voiced their op-
position to the project, which had been
deSprib.ed as a four-lane, concrete
roadway between 641 and 121.
Mayor John E. Scott had requested
the councti:s approval-of an agreement ,
between the city , and the state
Department of Transportation which
would have opened tpe„ door for the
project. The mayor explained, in
recommendtng that the council ap-
prove the action, that a transportation
study conducted in 1966-67 for the city
had placed a high priority on the
establishment of an east-west corridor
between U. S. 641 and 121 in the vicinity
of Glendale Road.
It was explained that. if the city
agreed to the proposal, the state would
construct a four-lane thoroughfare on
the - site. Bat several councilmen, as
‘k ell as many of the . citizens in the
au tiptice , questioned the need for a
f,,ur-lane road, indicating that they felt
a two-lane road would be sufficient.
Nlayor Scott said that four lanes had
been recommended by the highway
department adding that the route is
projected to be handling over 10,000
vehiclesper day_41990.
so of the most outspoken opponents
ot the project were Johnny Rickman,
-)Aho owns property on time south side of
(;lendale, and M. C. Garrott, who owns
a home at the corner of Glendale and
l'Ircarama.
Give us," Rickman said, "it you're
,It14 to give us anything, ... a two-lane
lughw ay. curbs and gutters if y'ou want
to But you don't have to use 60 feet.
Why don't you pull that thing in and
tise 4k-hat it would take to make a nice
t v,..-7lane street through there _.with
,•tirtis and gutters." Rickman added.
Rickman then asked if the mayor had
fiQui-es on %Oat the project would
Plans Approved For
Renovation At MMS
The -Murray City School-Board ap-
proved final plans and specifications
for renovations at Murray Middle
School, and voted to advertise for bids,
at its regular meeting held Thursday
night.
Supt. Fred Schultz informed the
board that state agencies have ap-
proved the final plans for the Middle
School renovation, whichincludes new
heating systems, rewiring, and boiler
room construction, as well as
acoustical work to some ceilings.
The board approved the final plans.
and voted to advertise for bids, which
will be opened at a special meeting of
the board on Feb. 24.
In other action, the superintendent
reviewed a report with the board or.
Local Republicans
To Meet Feb. 17
The Republican Party of Callowa
County will meet at the Murray City
Hall, February 17, to organize for the
May Primary and to nominate can-
didates for the various offices that are
up for election this year.
Ed Thurmond, Republican County
Chairman, said "that by having a
Republican Primary the county v.-111
benefit by once again having a twi
party system." All registered
Republicans are urged to attend this
meeting - February 17, 7 o'clock at
Murray City Hall Council Chambers.
4th and Poplar Streets.
Long Range Plans For
IVISU Unveiled By Curris
Long-range plans for physical
facilities at Murray State University,
including the permanent closing of 15th
Street from Olive Blvd, to Chestnut St.,
were Lunveiled by MSU president Dr.
Constantine Curris this morning. -
Dr. Curris, in an open forum before a
group of local citizens, said that
although no 'finAl deciskin has been
made on' converting -15th Street to a
pedestrian matt, "our thinking at-this
time is that the permanent closing is
the best route to go."
Dr. Curris also outlined some $16
million worth of construction that is
either presently going up on the campits
or is planned for the near future.
He said the $5.5 million •central
heating and cooling plant is predicted
for completion by early 1978.
The conversion and renovation of the
present student center into the Harry
Lee Waterfield Library Complex is
expected to be completed by summer of










Classifieds  11, 11,13
Deaths & Funerals  14'
$3.5 million.
Curris said that the university hopes
to begin construction on the new $7
million student center by late summer
of this year. That building is to be
located north of the Carr Health
Building on what is now a parking lot.
The president also addressed himself
to the liropoSed pedesthan overpass
'over Chestnut Street at the intersection
of Chestnut and I5th.
"We've had some delays in our effort
to build the pedestrian overpass," Dr.
Curris said.
He explained that current plans call
Rain
Slowly increasing cloudiness today
with a chance of rain by late afternoon.
Highs in the upper 50s to low 60s. Cloudy
tonight through Saturday with rain.
Lows tonight in the low 40s. Highs on
Saturday in the mid-50s. The outlook for
Sunday partly sunny with a chance of
showers. Precipitation chances 30 per
cent today, 90 per cent tonight and 70
per cent Saturday.
Same Name
The Mark Rogers charged • with
second degree forgery and third degree
burglary in the indictment by the
Calloway County Circuit Court Grand
Jury is not the Mark Rogers, a senior at
Calloway Count)? High School and The
son of Mr. and Mrs. ,Lee Rogers of
Farmington Route One.
for the' lowering of Chestnut Street and
curving it to the south so that the
overpass could be designed without
steps.
The- southerly carve of -Chestnnt-
would begin at Waldrop Drive and
continue for approximately 700 fett
where it would be brought back in
with the present Chestnut' gtreet. • The.
street - would be dropped to the ap-
proximate level of the baSeball
and the old tennis 'courts would )).•
removed.
A temporary closing of Chestnut
Street while the state highs''.
department is constructing the ove-
pass and rerouting the street is c,.-
pected, Curris said.
It was pointed out that the presert
design of the overpass will force tii•
closing of 15th Street to vehicular
traffic on either side.
Plans on the drawing board at .
time call for eight additional tenri-
cot11-ts to be constructed north
Springer Hall to replace those l'ost
to the construction of the overpass and
rerouting the street.
Curris pointed out that the. mari--
reason for the commitment toward the
.pedestrian mall on 15th Street and the
overpass at Chestnut Street is ttai
-safety factor.
In addition to the safety factor, Curt-
said the problem of cars is compounde,i _
as the city and the university gro%.
See Plans, Page 14 I
•
increased operating costs due. to--the -
winter weather. This report included an
ystimate of $7,234 for damage to frozen
pipes; $1,675' for damage to roof
structures; and an undetermined
amount for damage t6 paved areas on
school. campuses when the ground
thaws.
The board approved- a routine
amendment to the gener,a1 fund budget
for the current year, and the su-
perintendent reviewed with the board a
meeting between Gov. Julian Carroll
and state schoorsui perifitendents.
The governor told the board that
school districts will not be penalized in
average daily attendance funds due to
makeup days, and that the schoOt term
has been shortened by five slays. He
also pledged ins efforts to seek mon'e'y -
to help districts, and to explore the idea
of capital outlays to install alternate
fuel systems at schools in the state.
The school calendar was discussed at
some length, and recommendations
from faculty members_were presented.
on their choices for makeup days. The
highest priority days were April 29,
May 30, March. 17, and • March 18,
holding the spring break intact, which
was the lowest priority for makeup
days. -
cost the city and if the city had the
money to fund the project.
Mayor Scott said th$ the exact cost
could not be determined until the high-
way department had completed the
design plans for the project.
"Aren't you asking a little early for
the authorization for this?" Rickman
asked, "...they're-(the council) giving
you a blank check," he said.
"I have to have authorization before
they the highway department) can
start," Mayor Scott said.
Rickman then _as.ked the council not
to give the mayor authorization for the
project without subjecting it to further
study.
"Then if you see fit to sign it," Rick-
man said, "give us an opportunity to
see on blueprint what we're getting out
there.-
Following several minutes of
discussion between Rickman and
Mayor Scott concerning the costs of the
project, councilman Melvin Henley
said that he had some figures on the
projected cost.
Henley referred to a memo from a
highway department official that he
said was received in September of 1976.
"The cost to the city in direct
money " He nte-y-ga id, ".
Mayor Scott said, however, that no
funds would be used from the city's
general fund for the project. He said
that state municipal aid funds would be
Utilized -for -any eiipitbl "that the, ,city
would have to come up with for the
project.'
ft was later pointed out that much of
the Oty's Rortion of the project would
be "in-kind" work and that the
Calloway County Fiscal Court had also
agreed to participate in the project..
"What you're asking-me to do is just
rubber stamp whatever you want to
do," Henley told the mayor.
"I'm not asking you to rubber stamp
anything," Mayor Scott replied, "this is
something that the state offered the
people of Murray-and Calloway County
if we want it. . . if we don't want it you
can cut out the campaigning and say we
don't want it and vote it down tonight."
Garrott, who read to the council from
a "prepared statement, referrecno the
four-lane proposal as a "fiasco"" and
called it "utterly preposterous."
"At a time when confidence in
government generally has been shaken
to its very bedrock, I still have to pinch
myself to recognize that. this proposed
fiasco is a reality," Garrott said.
First of all," Garrott charged, "it is
an, idea that has been. shrouded with
such secrecy that it smells like a mess
of five-day-old croppie."
Garrott said that it is the consensus of
the residents of the Glendale area that a
connecting road from 641 to 121 is
inevitable but said it is "not really
. needed."
"Sycamore Street already serves this
purpose," Garrott said'.
"We are resigned -to the fact that the
city is determined to connect the two
roads through Glendale," Garrott
added, "...bunk is our feeling that the
purpose can beluat as Well served with
a two-lane connecting road — not an
expensive, destructive, four-lane
eyesore." ,
Garrott told the council that - he, as
well as others in the area, feared their
property values ihould decrease if the
four-lane road were constructed.
Howard Brandon, who owns property
on the proposed interconnector _mute,
was the only private citizen to speak in
favor of the proposal.
"What do we want?" Brandon asked.
"Do we want progress" Do we want
some decent- roads in this county and
this city' •
Brandon directed a comment to the
opponents of the four-lane and said that
he felt everyone of them would vote for
a two-lane road.
"That's where you're cheating
yourself," Brandon said. "It will
become another Sycamore Street --
congested. The city will, be out very
little more for the four-lane than the
Itandoq added., _
"The main point is," Brandon said,
"there will be just as much traffic on
the two-lane road as the four-lane
road."
Additional Story On Page 14
Mayor Scott attempted to withdraw
the proposal from consideration but
councilman Henley moved that thei.
council deny the agreement.
The vote to_cleny.the agreeMent was..
recorded, following several more
minutes of discussion during which
. some councilmen expressed concern as
to whether Or not the council's rejection
of the four lane proposal would also
shelve a chance at having a two-lane
road constructed. That question was
never answered. - ,•
- "I don't believe we ought to deny the
community a ,tWo-lane road through
there if we would do so by rejecting this
proposal," Dr. C. C. Lowry, a1 member
of thettouncil said.
Council members voting ih favor of
denying the agreement were Loyd
Arnold, R Furches Ruby Hale,
Melvin Henley, Howard Koenen, Dr. C.
C. Lowry, Tom Rushing, Bud l Stalls,
Jr., and Dave Willis. Councilman Art
Lee cast the lone negative vote on the
matter and H. Ed Chrisman abstained
from voting.
COMPARING NOTES—MSU President Dr. Constantine (urris (right) and vice-president for Administration
finance, Dr. Thomas Hogancimp, compare notes in front of the architect's drawing of a master plait for the univer-









United States not only will
-get the scoop" at their
beauty salons, but they also
u ill wear the -scoop on top
their heads for Spring-




The scoop is the name of a
semi-short, softl -textured
hair shape that, features
volinne Over the ears an the
forehead.




Summer's fashion mbods of -
bareness and fantasy, the
face-framing hairstyle has a
-scoop-like" appearance over -
the head.
'It also offers simplicity
with -enough, .volume for
versatile styling," says Ly_al _
, McCaig, National Styles
Director for the association of
. United States hairdressers.
The Spring-Summer scoop
is designed for bouyant hair
movement. "Today's hair
musthe precision cut to move
naturally and still fall back
into beautiful form," McCaig
_ explained.
Control is provided within.
• the scoop haircut itself
----through--graduatedlengths.
The scoop hairfashions,
which can vary in length,
width, curl and straightness to
suit almost any facial shape,
personality or lifestyle, are
created Through a soft, tex-
tured cut to accentuate both
-the- starkness-Of- --Spring-
Summer's bare looks in ap-
nefel armlike diversity of the.
many fantasy' fashions:
The scoop also leaves much
room for creative stylists to
add extra touches for afferent
beauty requirements, said
McCaig, who created the
scoop form and designs
together. with the national
association's Spring-Summer
Coiffure .Design Committee,
which includes Rita Clayborp
Of Atlanta, beagle : Margaret
Vinci Heldt of Chicago,
Illinois; Travis, Johnson of Ft.
Worth, Texas and Harold




ribbons, hairpins and ar-
tificial or live flowers, will be
very fashionable -for Spring
and Summer. They work
beautifully with the shape and
volume of the scoop designs to
enhance the season's fashions.
_ The wispy scoop, which
features naturally-dried curl,
is one of the scoop looks that
best complements the gypsy
and peasant -fileasY.-fashforis
for Spring and Summer.
The_Natkrtal Hairdressers
an40.. Cosm_etologists
Associatigh believes that hair
for Spring-Summer will -ex-
press moods of softness,
healthiness and quality. Hair
color will be multi-faceted,
'with underlying shades of a
deeper tone, graduating to
lighter colors with much sheen
and glaze.
Perming ,for extra
fullness or f4ar wisey curls
will continue to Se an im-
portant beauty service during
Spring and Summer, when
carefree, easy-to-wear hair is
most important to the active
American woman.
Several variations of the
Spring-Summer 1977 scoop,
are now being studied and
taw-pretext. Ja.e_  hairdressers.
throughout the United States.
Spring-Summer heir will have
variety with a wispy scoop, a
wavy Or-curly scoop, or a
combination of both. There is
also a scoop with a naturally
smooth look, a scoop with
or-*. smaller with
proporticos and scoop cuts
with bit-'level and tri-level
dimensions.
Miss Sondra Rhea Cain Is M arned
To Mr. _O'Briara.,_ Jr., At Church:
Miss Sondra Rhea Cain
became the bride of Mord', ft
O'Briant, Jr. in a candlelight
ceremony at the Charlotte
Road Baptist Charch in Nash-
ville, Tenn., on Saturday,
January 22, at six p. m.
.. The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Alton
Cain • of Paducah, and the
granddaughter of Mr.. and
Mrs. Charlie L. Ross, Mrs.
Lydia Cain- and the late 011is
L. Cain, all of Murray. The
groom is the son of Mrs. Clara
Robertson of Brookshire,
Texas.
The double ring ceremony
was performed by the Rev. O.
L. Taylor and the vows were
exchanged before an altar
adorned with a large- floral
arrangement and two seven
branch candelabra flanked by
two circular seven branch
candelabra 'entwined with
greenery. The pews were
Marked Withlargewhite-Sithi
bows. 
The 28 white candles were
lighted by the- ushers, Max L.
Cain of South Fulton, Tenn., ,
-and Gene A. Cain of Led-
better, brothers of the bride.
A program of nuptial music
was provided by Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Privette.
. Bride's Dress
The bride was escorted to
the altar by her rather and
given in marriage by her
parents_ She was attired in a
formal gown of white chiffon
over bridal organza, taffeta
featuring an Empire bodice
accented with lace and a high
neckline. The long layered
chiffon sleeves were enhanced
with lace appliques and en-
ding in lace cuffs. The Aline
skirt and chapel train were
etched with lace appliques' and
trimmed in lace. She wore a
-fingertip-tiro --tiered--dlirsi9rt
mantilla edged with matching
lace and adorned with tiny" .
seed pearls.
She carried a white Bible,
given to her by friends that
flowers. She carried a tiasket
of colorful flowers.
Todd Cain, nephew of the
bride, was the ringbearer. He
carried a heart shaped white
satin pillow with two rings tied
on it. •
Tony Abel, of Nashville.
Tenn., 'and close friend of the
groom, served as the best
ilr. mul
Slide Talk On South American,
Travels Held, Teachers Meeting
Mrs. George S. ,Hart and was the famed Sugarloaf.,
en4ssee. Air National, Mrs. 7A: C. LaFollette Mountain.
Guard, 118th Aeromedical preSented a Tolcirfill slide , tbe Inca, South Arnefichn
,Evacuation Squadron, Nash- lecture and travelog on South tribe of the Quechuan
---Ameriee-at--the.--first•meeting tiatir dill*, were depicted1,;111e , Tperneh
naptial Events by •
Showers were given by 
the speakers as most
sisters. in the Epsilon_ Kappa 
fascinating. At the height of
hi. tamed 
their power, the Incas at-
Chapter of Beta Sigma 
PA miscellaneous shower was 
n  a level, of civilization
probably unsurpassed by any
Bonnie Owen, other Indian nation of the
Western Hemisphere.
Dr. Sparks announced that
the executive board of the
First District Retired
Teachers Association would
hold their neat meeting Feb.
17, at 10 a. m. at the Kentucky
LaFollette, both prominent in Maid Restaurant at the pine-
educational and club ac- tion Of Highwayi 641 and 68.
tivities; made the trip to the Officers' of the Calloway
South American countries a Retired Teachers will be
-Yearno. Mrs. Hart, member _elected aLthe
of the Murray State Board of
Regents 1967-1971, has been an
editor, teacher,' writer and
club leader for many years.
Mrs. LaFollette, currently
.Piesident -of the First District
Federated Woman's Club,
formerly taught in Calloway The Ann Hasseltine Sunday
-and was an Er_111 ish teacher at School el's% of the Memorial
Ohio University., , Baptist Church met at the
The two speakers explained home or Modelle Miller on -
the slides they made in the- Tuesday, February 8, at seven





meeting with Mrs. Millet,
the manners, customs and President, presiding.•
traditions of the people. 
_
Pauline Wainscott led the
Among the countries they opening prayer. The devotion
visited were Brazil, Peru and was given by Willie Garland
Chile. One of the many out-- using for her scripture I
standing pictures-- presented .Chronicles' 16:2931. The




The bride's mother wore
floor length gown' of green
with black accessories. She
wie+Presen a-beautifirl,
orchid - corsage by .her
daughter. .
Reception
Follo,wing the ;ceremony. a
reception was held In 'the
was-envtked by arbougliet iel""14-hall'of-the- church' --advantage ethis sentimental
two , white orchids and Mrs. Susau Cain, sister-in-.. ,occasion .to please your
surrounded by white car- law of the bride kept the guest special man.
-nations accented by blue satin register. Those_ serving were A pork loin roast prepared
leaves with tiny seed peaila ms Ronnie Ow= Vonda 
and white satin streamers tied
in love -knots. The orchid
corsage was worn on the going
away outfit.
Ms: Lavonne Callaway,- of
Nashville, Tenn., and Close
friend of the bride, served as
the maid of honor. She wore an
lee-blue floor lengthsleeveless---
• gown covered by a layered
chiffon open s1eevq1 and satin
cuffed capelet. She carried a
white fur muff accented with a employed b the sVeterans
corsage of blue carnations Administration Hospital in
with streamers tied•in love Nashville.
knots. The grocim is employed by
Ms. Charisse k.uchassi, -the United States Food and
friend of the bride, served as Drug Administration as an
flower girL.She_wore a floor investigator in Nashville,
length gown of blue With tiny Tenn. ,
multicolored embossed Both are members of the
Lavorine Callaway arid Vonda
a Warren with many friends
ittetichng.
Warren. Mrs. Gene 75 Barrett
anti -Mrs—Woody _narkert.
friends of the bride and
groom, and Diane Cain. sister-
in-law of the bride.-
After their wedding trip. the
couple is residini;-in Nashville,
Tenn. ,
_ --The bride, t_ aaduate-of
fleatiiHigh School, Heath; aria
the -Baptist Hospital ScHool of
Nursing in Nashville, Tenn., is
HI- Dm-
' Since •Valentine's Day
comes but once a year, you
won't want to miss taking
to perfection is a real heart
uarmer.
• 
- To be sure of success, use a -
slow oven 325 deg. F.) and
roast the meat to an internal
temperature of 170 deg, F.-as
indicated on a roast meat
thermometer, inserted so the
bulb is centered in the roast.
Avoid overcooking -it .you
want to present the flavorful
roast at its tender, juicy-best.
of the year of the Calloway
Retired Teachers Association,
February 7, at Ellis Center.
Dr. Harry Sparks, president
of the association, reported
that the membership of the
group has risen to 106. Dr. E..
B. Howton of the membership
committee was in charge of
the program and presented
the speakers. Otis Lovins gave
the devotional.
Mrs. Hart and Mrs.
of the Statute of "Christ the
Redeemer," which stands
guard over the lva-rbor of Rio




The home of Thelma
Wart-old Was t1ieOfth
meeting of the Lottie Moon
Group of the First Baptist
Church Women held Monday,
February 7, at 7:30 p.m.
Frances Brown, leader,
presided. Se'ven- Members
were present. Dr. Pauline
Waggener, secretary, read the
minutes and gave the finan-
cial report. A report was given
on Missions Action project for
-January-Plans were made for
other projects for February.
_ Members voted to change
the meeting time to seven
p.m. Cards were written to
severaf-shutins.
The prayer calendar was
-read by Ode& Vaneer-who
'Was'. also in charge of the
program on "Civilian
Chaplaincy." She was assisted
by Mildred Collie, Opal
Holland, and LaVanche
Turner.




To cut grease in the kitchen,
add a tablesp6on of household
Murray Star:Chapter No. 433 Has But stay clear of courseammonia to the wash water.
„PE1tSONALS2
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. 011ie Beach of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Initiation- At Meeting• On Tuesday
Murray Star Chapter No. sentinel.
433 held its regi4ar stated The degrees' of the order
meeting on Tuesday, were conferred upon Charlene
• February 8, at 7:30 p.m. at the Hendley and Jerry Hendley.
Masonic Hall. Visiting Grand officers
An initiation was held With introduced- and welcomedTHE SCOOP, the "in' haircut for spring and summer *
Eunice Henry, worthy patron, were Bill -Cafe's, past grand1977, may-be worn in many variaiions, as those pictured
presiding. patron 'of OES of Kentuckyabove_ The styles were, designed by National Flak-
- The officers- ttiftng mar -am Grand MarsVal fifedressers and Cosmetologists Association.
Florist
407 Poplar
--ftewer-Supptr Is-Litrrited- 410-*" -
SO Don't Delay, Place













Short, organist, Sandra Jones,. 539, Audie Mae Alexander,
Adah, Eva Lamb, Ruth, Opal Cuba No. 519, and Vicki Jones,
Etherine, Esther, luta Hutson, - Mayfield Star No. 443. Other
Martha, Eilldene Robinson,
Electa, Bobbie Evans, war-











Treat her to a new hair do from
luDon's Beauty Salon oirgive her
something from our complete line
of 4'..ssories from JuDon's Bags
Bads
Let us treat her "Special" this
Valentines Day.
Thru Sun.
Open 6:45—Start 7: 15
HEN YOU'RE YOUNG AND All iir?
YOU VE GOT IS EACH OTHER...
HOW MUCH CAN YOU LOSE?
Grand Lodge of Kentucky;
Mary Ann Cates, Grand
Conductress of Kentucky OES
of Kentucky; Doris Bradley,






welcomed were Mau and
Richard Bellew of Clintonlio.
CooslOtti
a GENERA/ FILM COIIP0RRI014 1141EASE
visiting members were from
Cuba, Mayfield, Clinton, and
Alford Chapters, Martha
THE MOST BEAUTIFUL
GIRLS IN THE WORLD!







Chapter in Paris, Tenn., and
Griffith,. Ind.
A social hour Was ' held
following the meeting.
ealWEINfirarrearravre
scouring powders for your
range surface. 'they .may
" permanently damage the
finish, leaving a dull or
discolored spot. Acid foods
may do the same, so wipe




read the minutes and gave the
financial report.
The closing--prayer -was by
Mrs. Garland.
A Bible quiz was conducted
by Mrs. Wainscott.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Miller. Others present
were Lottie Gibson and
Maggie Paschall.
April .4 at 2 p. m. at 'Ellis
Center.
.Oh May 9 the ala- ass tion -
will have abreakfasr&eting
at nine a. m. at the Colonial
House in Murray.
At the conclusion of the Feb.
7 meeting, refreshments were
served by Mrs. Harry Sparks,
Mrs. A. B. Austin and Mrs.
Helen Bennett. The minutes of
the previous meeting and the
treasurer's reports were
approved by thg group.
Officers of the Calloway
Retired Teachers Association
are: Dr. Sparks, president;
Hazel Tarry; vice president;
Mrs. Agnes McDaniel,








































Sun. - 2:30, 7:30
Mon.-Thur. - 7:30 Only




.1.61iic CONWAY PLEININTTIE WYNN
No Sat. Matinee Due To Energy Crisis
rffl
Sun. - 2:30, 7:30
- 7:30 Only
Fri. &Sat. - /:25, 9:05, 11:,40
X-rated artistry and eroticism
unlike anything You have ewer
experienced before . •
Closi I Thru Wed.Sun. - 230, 730
Mon.-Thur. - 7:30001Y
Fri. &Sat -7:25,9:10
Tilt NtAST PitilieSTPa\ITlif.R OF ALL!








late Show Fri. 8. Sat. 11:40
Thru Wed.
Sun. '2:30,7:30
Mon.-Thur. - 7 :313 Only.
Fri. &Sat,- 7:20,9:20
ITS THE MOST HILARIOUS
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COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
• Friday; February 11
Magic Silver Show of
photography exhibition of 171
photogra.elbsuuthipen 2t Clara-
M. Eagle Gallery, Price Doyle
Fine Arts Buifding, and
continue through March 9.
Shower for Mr. and Mrs.
Larry L. Wilson and VI year
old daughter, Terra Jo, will be
at Hazel Community Center
from three to six p. m. They
lost their home and contents
by rtre-..
Sweetheart Banquet will be
held at the Fellowship Hall of
the First Baptist Church at
seven p. m.
Skits and plays in ob-
servance of Black History
Week at MSU will be at United
Campus Ministry building at
7:30 p. m.
Second night of Alpha
Gamma Rho Tractor pull will
be at Livestock and Ex-
position Center at seven p. m.
Second night of Campus
Lights will be at Lovett
Auditorium, MSU, at 8:15 p.
m.
Exhibitions of photography
by Kathryn Dugger, Owen-
sboro, ceramics by Kathleen
D. Gallagher, Radcliff, and
ceramics by Diane M.
Friedrich, Louisville, will
open at Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, MSU and con-
tinue through February 23.
Saturday, February 12
Tractor pull will continue at
Livestock and Exposition
Center at seven p.m.
Third night of Campus
Lights will open at 8:15 p.m. at
Lovett Auditorium, MSU.
Winter Olympics, sponsored
by MSU and Murray Jaycees,
will be -from eight a.m. to





Per Pose In Living
Color






111 S. 124 753-0035
Free Parking hi Rear
LIFree Deliveryn City Limits
Saturday, February- 12. -
Women of the Oaks Country
Club will have an important
-call- meeting to s
summer activities at ten a.m.
at the club.
Valentine • Banquet of
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will be held at
KenBar Inn at seven p.m.
Young Married Class of
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
will have a potluck supper at
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Connie klorgan at 6:30 p. m.
Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the DAR will have
its Good Citizens luncheon at
the Murray Woman's Club
House at twelve noon.
In observance of Black
History Week at MSU a frele
chili supper will be served
from two to six p.m. at the
UCM building. Play, "Black,"
will be by Plymouth Inner City
Players at 7:30 p.m. in Student
Center auditorium, -followed
by a dance at the UCM
building.
Sunday, February 13
Junior piano recital by
Kathryn Crow, Kennett, Mo.,
*ill be at two p. m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Independence United
Methodist Church will have a
potluck supper at six p. in.
followed by a program on




have a general meeting at the
church at 7:30 p. m.
Monday, February 14
Sigma Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have a
sweetheart dinner at the
Holiday Inn at six p. m.
Russell's Chapel" United
Methodist Church Women will.
meet at the church at one p.
m.
Stars and Stripes
Homemakers Club will have a
potluck supper at the Ex-
tension Office, 209 Maple
Street, at seven p. m.
- Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church,
Main and 16th Streets, at 7:30
p. m.
Blood River Baptist
Association WMU will meet at
the Hazel Baptist Church at
ten a. m. Each one is to bring a
sack lunch.
VP"
On May 16, 1866 a five cent
coin first appeared in Ameri-
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By Abigail Van Buren
_ 1977 0, C.90 V Nuys Syncl Inc
DEAR ABBY: I am 23. 'and five months ago I got married
to)- the fifth time. ATI my previous marriages ended in
divorce.
My husband is 29, divorced and has four children. He had
a vasectomy that he didn't tell me about until after I
married him. This was a dirty trick because I've-never had
children and have always wanted some.
My. bileaesi _problem &stile way he treats me. I've gone to
the hospital for emergency first aid four times after he's
beaten me up. He uses the excuse that he's drunk when he
beats me.'so he's not responsible for what he does. He's
locked me out of our trailer overnight and refused to give
me any of my personal belongings. (It's my trailer./ •
Should I try to make this marriage work? I really lovehim because he's so sweet when he's sober and he's awfully• good to my dog. • •
G. IN GAINESVILLE, FLA.
DEAR G.: I think you both need help. Having picked fivelosers at age • 23 should tell you something. And to stick
around for the physical abuse he hands out Idrunk or soberlis literally asking for it.
Please go to your nearest mental clinic for counseling, un-less you don't mind having your bridgework god-1P.S. Take the dog with you. That bully you're living with
might get drunk and take it out on the dog.)
DEAR ABBY: One day my husband came home from
work 'like an enraged hull because the lunch meat in the
sandwich I had packed was spoiled. He accused me of try-ing to poison him!)
Abby, it must have spoiled between 7 and noon while his
lunch bucket was sitting in a warm locker.
I told my friend how mad my husband got because of this.he said she always makes fi.er" husband's sandwiches the
night before and puts them in the freezer overnight- By
lunch time, they:re all thawed out and fresh.
. Well. I did this for aw-hile amkeverything was fine—no
complaint.. Then one night, my husband saw me putting his
lunch in the freezer, and he blew his top. He said I was feed-ink him like a dog because I was too lazy to make fresh
sandwiches in the morning.
This isn't true. I told him that I'd go back to making them.fresh every morning, but if he.ever came home complainingthat his lunch meat went had, he could just buy his lunch.which I think is what he wants. Any suggestions?
CAN'T GET THROUGH
DEAR CAN think-the-ea what lie wants, irtitim
buy his lunches from now on. and you'll both be happier.
DEAR ABBY: I am an 86-year old man Kith a pet peeveof long standing.
rio'sults, for Tilt n V‘ It h two pairs of trousers, butpajaknascorn'i% with onc pair of pants.
Coats outlast pants. so I haLe accumulated many pajamatops that lack hottoin.
tn‘ complaint ,appt:as in our column, maybe it could
start tflc manufact Jr.'lit4) rnas with two p.tf-rs of. pant. s.- - _ .
FATEN ISLAND, N.Y.
DEAR 5: Some men wear only pajama tops, and Somewear only bottoms. A new kind of "pajama game" could be
the.exciange of tops and bottoms—unless some courageous
pajama manufacturer starts selling tops and bottoms
separately.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,
send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,






What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say; read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
7ARIES
4r- (Mar. 21 to Apr. 204
Persistence will be the key to
advancement of your personal
plans. Keep trying and friends
will rally 'round and give their
support.
TAURUS
i Apr. 21 to May 21) -4:14t-fr
Be esiiecially cooperative
with associates. Good team-
work will produce better results
than lone-wolf action.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 211
The success of an old friend
will certainly call for a
celebration. Do YOUR part to
make its truly convivial -one! 
CANCER da
tJune 22 to July 23) 4̀1'
You cannot afford to take wild
chances, but neither should you
be hesitant, timid, unsure.
Somewhere in between is the
sensible, intelligent road.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 231
Certain situations could
annoy fF you permit. Take all in
stride. Also, think well before
making decisions. Some
revisions in your thinking could
bring about better results.
VIRGO
I Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP%.
Generous influences
stimulate your ingenuity and
imagination. Use both well, and
rewards will please. Reach into
the unusua:; study new trends.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An'
You may be too close. to a
probiel: A close friend Could
have a different — and better —
solution. Listen carefully.
SCORPIO
(Oct.. 24 to Nov. 22) ntier'
Organize your schedule so as
to eliminate time-wasting
confusion. A good activity day





(Nov. 23,to Dec. 21) 3410
Shun negative thinking and
indecisiveness. Positive and
constructive action needed
Consider all potentials and
choose those which best suit
your needs.
CAPRICORN
•( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) VJ
You can achieve most in your
own surroundings now
discussing ideasideas and plans with
compatible friends and
associates. Results should be
most worthwhile.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Be careful how you express
yourself now. Reach con-
clusions in a logical, orderly
manner. Your decisions could
affect many; also, your
example
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(C.
Your imagination highly
stimulated and, while you may
not capitalize on new ideas
immediately, they should be
highly productive in the future
YOU BORN TODAY are
endotved with a fine intellect
and the will power to achieve
the most lofty ambitions. When
you are guided by reason alone,
your path to success is com-
paratively easy, since ,you find
quick solutions to problems and
are not dismayed by obstacles.
But once your emotions take
over, you flounder and lose
yourself in a morass of in-
decision and anxiety. Try to
master yourseit.theref, ore, and
you can master the world. Your
ideas are progressive and you
tend toward„the creative in your
choice of a life work. You make
excellent writers, musicians,
painters and entertainers;
could also succeed in the law
and statesmanship. Birthdate
of: Abraham Lincoln, 16th
Pres., U.S.A.; Gen. Omar
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Cotton Swabs by Johnson & John-
son. Each end is thickly coated with




Non aerosol laundry t
soil and stain remover "
tor all washable fabrics
































Johnson's no more tears Baby Select Johnson's 14-oz (net WI)
Shampoo is not just for babies Baby Powder or 9-f1 oz Baby Lo-





Lemon Fresh One Gat/on Tevre for dishes
PLEDGE' FLUFF' RINSE PINK LOTION'
Lemon fresh Pledge
cleans your furniture
as it shines Con-
yenfenf spray can
Net wt 14 oz
112
All day protection . . Soft, facial tissues . . .
DIAL:SOAP KLEENEX®
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C Pine Sol cleans, deodor
izes and disinfects for
easier, quicker cleaning
Killloerms fast
Trtsize Pink I •
for dishes Ger1,--








AutomatiC Ty D Bol the
toilet bowl cleaner
Cleans and deodorizes
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We were appalled at some
things that took place at the
regular meeting of the Murray
Common Council fast night
when the matter of four-laning
Glendale Road between U. S.
641 and Ky: 121 came up. We
will not try to enumerate
everything that disturbed us
but we will express our opinion
on a few points.
A group of 30 to 35 residents of
.the Glendale Road area ap-
peared before the council in
opposition to- the four-lane
proposal. That's commendable.
In our country, every citizen
has a right lo speak out — to
express his opinion on matters
of government.
But we wonder where these
people have been, as well as the
15,000-odd other citizens of our
community, for the past
several years. The Commbn
Council of our city meets every
sec6nd and fourth Thursday,
yet, unless an issue is close to
home, the citizens of Murray
seldom put in an appearance.
On another matter, let us
quote one charge that was
directed at the council during
last night's meeting.
_"Any worthwhile and above-
board _proposal made by ,any
governmental agency is not
cooked up in, a backroom and
then hidden from the public...-
We could net agree more.
And if the public would attend
some of the meetings of the city
--council, those who make these
charges might be enlightened.
What we mean is many things
that 'seem to come up "all of a
sudden" have actually been in
the planning stages for many
months, or even years. And
these things, whatever they
might be, have been discussed
from time-to-time at council
meetings and covered by the
news media.
The proposal to extend
Glendale. Road through to 121
has been kicked around some
ten years, ever since the Mel
Conner transportation study
was completed in 1967. Gran-
ted, the question of two-lanes,
or four-lanes or even eight
lanes has not been in the
forefront, but we feel certain
that The proposal to corriplele
the interconnector recom-'
mended in that study is not a_
great surptise to Many
residents of our community.
But the main point we want to
make does not concern Glen-
dale Road.
What disturbs us is the
apathy of our community.
Very seldom—in the many
years we have attended the
Murray Common Council
meetings as a representative of
the fourth estate — has any
private citizen (someone not,
connected with the government
in some way) attended a
meeting of the council just to
see what's going on.
About the only reason any
apparently ever has for,
,attending,a meeting is if he or
she has a special interest.
To us, that's very sad.
- We have elected twelveof our
fellow citizens, in -addition to
the Mayor, to govern our
community. We offer them no
--support-,-we give them no -input,
yet, we expect them to read our
minds.
Wake up, Murray. Govern-
ment cannot be of the people,
by the people and for the





7th 1VPoplar Church of Christ
One of the most fundamental
statements in the world is "God loves
you." It is a true statement no matter to
whom it is addressed. He loves the rich
and the poor, the lovely and the ugly,
the saint and the sinner. His love is not
conditioned on account of race, creed,
color or prejudice. He loves One just as
much as He does another — you just as
much as me.
Many-small children can quote John
3:16, but one is made to wonder
sometimes how many adults un-
derstand the magnitude of God's love
for man. Rest assured that there is One
who loves you very much, even if no one
else does, even if some of His childrefl
are hypocrites, even if you don't love
yourself.
Hut consider for a moment the need
for reciprocity. Do we love God in
return? Common decency demands
that we return His love. Not only that,
the Bible commands it. Jesus said, "A
new commandment I give unto you,
That ye love one another; as I have
loved you, that ye also love one
anbther." (John 11:34) "We love Him
15ecauSe He first loved us.— JOhri
4:19)
How do we properly respond to His
love for us? The Biblical concept of
loves demands a corrunittrnent, a
surrender — if you please,
OBEDIENCE. "If you love me, keep
my corru:•andments." (John 14:15)
Our keeping the commandments of
the Lord is evidence of our love for
Him. What then dues our disobedience
The MutraN
Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
every, afternor except Sunda. s, 4. 4 Arist
rues I./ay, New Year's Day and Tbianfoqii;:ing by
Murray Ne4spapers, lnc, 103 N 4th St Murray:
Ky.. 42071.
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42071
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Paris, Buchanan and Pswyna.r,,T„enn_, $17.50 per
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year.
Member OT Associfited Press. Kentuck% ere,
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show? Disobedience demonstrates to
God and to the world our lack of love for
Him.
Well, how much obedience do I have
to give? How much love do I have? God
loved us fully — all the way. If I love
Him in return, I must give myself fully
to Him—in love. That full surrender
will demonstrate itself as I lovingly
'keep His commandments.'
Which ones? ALL of them. When I
buck at any of God's commands, I show
contempt for Him and for His 'ex-
pressions of love to me. Does that mean
that I must repent, be baptized, wor-
ship, give, teach and help the needy?
Indeed it does. One of the things I
accomplish as I do these things is show
my love for Him whose I am and whom
I serve. -
Study these verses: Matt. 7:21, Luke
13:3; Mark 16:16; John 4:24; Matt.
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Stintlav„St•hool Less()
By Dr. H. C.CHILES
in .'oçn righted outlines produced 1,, Alt itultalat
the Uttlforni ht.fles and used ta permissior
Power To Forgive Sin
By H. C. Chiles
Luke 7:36.50
Let us now study the trio portrayed in
this beautiful story, which is as full of
meaning as it is of beauty, and seek to
derive therefrom some helpful lessons.
A Proud Pharisee
We are not told the specific motive
which prompted Simon the Pharisee to
invite Christ to dine with him.
Obviously, it was not because of ad-
miration for or sympathy with the
Lord. Perhaps hostility caused Simon
to be anxious to get Christ where he
-could-listen to His-words. and observe..
His actions with a view, to discovering
some flaw in His- teachings or in His,
-behavior and then_prefer some charge
against Him.
Regardless of the motive which
prompted Simon to invite Him, Christ
accepted the invitation and joined the
other guests acthe appointed time.
When Christ entered the house the
servants of Simon ignored Him and the
proud and self-righteous Pharisee
,withheld the customary kiss of
salutation and welcome, and merely
proffered his band and pointed to the
seat which Christ was to occupy at the
table. His discourteous attitude was a
studied and intentional insult, but
Christ refused to be affronted by
Simon's incivility.
A Prostrate Penitent ,
Hearing that Christ was in Simon's
house, an unnamed woman, who had
been notorjous for her life of sin and
shame, came uninvited and stationed
herself behind Christ and at His feet.
Perhaps' she triad previonstk listened to
the tender and gracious message of
Christ, and through His preaching had
been convicted of sin and led to genuine
repentance toward God and to a per-
sonal_ faith in, the Saviour. She haa
experienced the forgiveness of sin and
tier soul was filled with peace and joy.
Her purpose in entering Simon's
house was to express her gratitude to
Christ for forgiving-her sins, saving her
soul, and transforming her life. Stan-
ding behind His extended feet, she fully
intended to anoint them with delicately
scented ointment she had brought with
her. Overcome with emotion_she could
not proceed with her task. Contrasting
her previous and present conditions,
she game _vent to her. feeling of joyous
thankfylness by shedding copious tears,
which rained down so abundantly that
they moistened Christ's feet. For lack
of a towel, she unloosened her long hair
and wiped- away her tears from His
feet, then smothered them with her
repeated kisses, as an pypregclion
gratitude to and affection for Him. She
also opened her flask of precious oin-
tment and emptied its fragrant con-
tents upon His feet. Real love for Christ
always manifests itself in deeds.
A Penetrating Prophet
Because Christ tolerated the at-
- ---tentions-ota -woman-of-such bad repute,
Simon was greatly perplexed. -He
thought that, if Christ were a real
prophet,'He would have -withdrawn His
feet from the woman or thrust her back
with them. On the other hand, he
reasoned that,. if He knew her
character, His tolerance of her conduct
proved that He was not a good man.
Reading Simon's unspoken thoughts,
which ability in itself was proof that He
was a prophet, and far more than one,
Christ courteously remarked: "Simon I
have somewhat to say unto thee." The
Pharisee replied, "Master, say on."
Christ then told the story of the man
with two debtors, one of whom owed
ten times as much as the other. Neither
debtor could pay, so the creditor
forgave both of them. Christ then asked
Simon which debtor would love the
creditor most, whereupon he replied,
the one who had been forgiven the
largest amount, which was the correct
answer. Christ informed Simon that
this woman had been forgiven much,
- and Therefore Ionic! Him deVetedly. 'He'
also -reminded him that 'she had
lavished upon Him her affections and,
gifts, whereas Simon had even failed to
extend to Him the common courtesies
accorded respectable guests. .
True forgiveness and salvation result
in much love for Christ and faithful
service for Him. If much love and
faithful service for Christ are lacking,
you may know that true forgiveness
and salvation have not been received or
experienced. Genuine gratitude to the
Lord for what He has done for 9ne will
always find expression in the wdrds and




HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write. HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West 'Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citivns will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I drew Social Security
disability in 1973 and then was able to
go back to work. I have, recently
become disabled again and have been
reapproved for Social Security
disability. Do I again have to wait five
months before drawing Social Security
disability? R.N.
ANSWER: No. If you become
disabled a second time within five
years after your disabled worker's
benefits stopped because you returned
to work or recovered, you are not
required to again wait five months for
your Social Security disability to begin.
Renef its are payable the first full
month of disability.
To help you get a more- cOmplete
understanding of Social Security rules
and regulations, Heartlin.e has
developed "Heartline's Guide to Social
Security." This book is written in easy-
to-understand, question-and-answer
form. For a copy, send 62 to "Hear-
tline's Guide to Social Security," Box
4994, Des Moines, Iowa 50306. The book
has a money back guarantee. Please
allow 30 days for delivery.
HEARTLINE: I applied for SSI
payments several months ago. I was
told that I would be eligible except that
the value of my home ( above $25,000
was too much. What Should I do? T.J.
ANSWER: Reapply. The law has
beeo changed so that a home is not
coultcd is a resource regardless of
value. 5
HE A RTLINIFikagt • sof
Medicare help pay for a h6ring aid?
C.K.
ANSWER: ,No, MediCare does not
pay anything on the hearing aid itself.
However, Medicare 'Part "B" will pay
80 per sent of the reasonable charges
4'
for test by ear specialists if the test is
for diagnostic purposes and not a part
of a routine physical checkup.
HEARTLINE: My daughter keeps
telling her mother and me that we need
more exercise, but I'm not up to run-
ning or Kong Fu lessons! Could you
give me some hints about exercise?
T.F.E.
ANSWER: It's true — keeping
physically fit is vital to an enjoyable
retirement. Relaxation is important,
but that doesn't necessitate whiling
away the hours in a rocking chair.
First, see your doctor to find out if
your exercise should be limited in any
way, and if so, how much. Then, for a
free list of 31 types of exercises that
senior citizens can enjoy, send a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
Heartline — Exercise, 114 E. Dayton
St., West Alexandria, Ohio. 45381.
Bible Thought
And Jesus answering said until'
them, Have faith in God. Mark
'11:22.
Man's faith is so often misfiriaced
today, Jesus would direct us to the
only source wherein we may confi-
dence and through faith he victor




Murray Ledger & Times Editor
The Congress will quietly accept the
pay raise recorrunended for members
of Congress by a presidential com-
mission. ,
But the commission also recom-
mended adoption Ot I -strict code of
ethics as a condition of the pay raise.
Congress will accept that recom-
mendation and adopt such a code of
ethics only if forced to by the weight of
public opinion. Constant public
pressure must be applied.
What is the reason for the lethargy of
the Congress when it comes to codes of
conduct, conflict of interest and the
need for reform? _ _
First of all, they all share the
"goodies." The perquisites of the job
become a part of the congressional way
of life. The congressional existence sets
off the congressmen as a privileged
class in which many take their special
privileges for granted.
Second, the legislative process in-
volves continual compromise, trade-
offs, sacrifice of principle to win votes
or favors. The congressmen lobby each
other and some eventually lose sight of
standards of correct conduct.
Third, congressmen all belong to the
same exclusive club. It is bad form to
criticize each other and it is a
harrowing ordeal to discipline one of
their own.
Thus we found House Speaker Tip
O'Neill and Majority Leader Jim
Wright defending Rep. Robert Sikes of
Florida in the Democratic caucus
10 Years Ago
Pictured today is the new City of
Murray Fire Sub-Station located at
, South Sixteenth and. Locust Streets,
which is now near completion. A new
fire truck, has been placed on order to
add to the trucks for the city of Murray..
Approximately five acres of wooded
area located across from the Blood
River Baptist Church burned on
February 9, according to Boyce
McCuiston of the U. S. Forestry Ser-
vice.
Deaths reported include Jess
Stewart, David Stewart, and Norman
Shelton, age 62.
In high school basketball Murray
High beat Ballard County and Calloway
High beat Sedalia -Stan Key got 31 and
Henry Armstrong got 22, both for the
Lakers.
Mrs. George Dunn, Mrs. Walter
Wilson, Mrs. Jesse W. Lassiter, and
Mrs. Allen Poole are new officers of the
WSCS of the New Hope Methodist
Church.
20 Years Ago
Winners of the Poster Contest,
sponsored by the Calloway County
Dental Society, were Patricia Lamb,
Dickey Elkins, and Steve Keel, .first
grade; Jeff Broach, Billy Wilson, and
David Hampsher, second grade, Edna
Kerby Jennings, Mary Keys Russell,
and Ned Nance, Jr., third grade; Teddy
Potts, George fiallanan, and Marsha
Hendon, fourth-grade; Don Lee Mathis,
Eddie Morgan, and Patty Paschall,
fifth grade; Diane Rogers, Eva Lou
Cain, and Kenneth-Stacks, sixth grade.
Deaths reported include Charles Earl
Farmer, age two, Mrs. Vallie English,
age 70, Henry Chambers, age 50, and
Mrs. Ruby Pogue, age 70.
Army Pvt. John E. Pittman has been
assigned to Company E of the First
Infantry Division's 16th Regiment at
Fort Riley, Kansas.
Births reported include a girl, Shirley
Fay, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Brandon on
January 29.
L. D. Miller, Jr., executive secretary
of the Murray Chamber of commerce.
spoke at the meeting at the Garden
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club. Mrs. John Ryarrwas in charge of
the program.
against charges that Sikes used his
subcommittee chairmanship for his
own enrichment.
And John -Flynt of Georgia got up to
defend Sikes. Flynt is chairman of the
House Ethics Committee.
It was the freshmen Democrats in the
House whb formed the hard core that
ousted Sikes from his subcommittee
-post. They have not been around long
enough to lose touch with public
opinion.
0+0
Americans are not used to being on
the receiving end of "foreign aid," and
it inighloved ruffle the pride of some to
-consider that anyone in our country
would need it. But it is gratifying to
hear that the president of the city
assembly of West Berlin is appealing
for donations to help Americans suf-
fering personal privations in areas hit
by blizzards and bitter cold.
West Berliners can remember when
American planes brought them fuel and
food to survive the winter of 1948-49
during the Berlin blockade. They are
mindful of the American commitment
to the defense of their city_today
The amount and type of assistance
that may be sent through the German
Red Cross is less important than what it
represents — gratitude and concern.
Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Feb. 11, the 42nd day
of 197y*There are 323 days left _in the,
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1945, the World War II
Yalta Agreement was signed by
President Franklin Roosevelt, British
Prime Minister Winston Churchill and
Soviet Premier Joseph Stalin.
On this date:
In 1531, King Henry VIII was
recognized as supreme head of the
Church in England.
In 1744, French and Spanish ships
defeated an English fleet off the
Mediterranean port of Toulon.
In 1808, hard coal was first used as
fuel — at Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
In 1847, Thomas Alva Edison, the
inventor, was born in Milan, Ohio.
In 1920, the first business session of
the League of Nations was held in
London.
In 1971, a treaty banning nuclear
weapons from the ocean floor was
signed by 63 nations in ceremonies in
Washington, London and Moscow.
Ten years ago: Military rule was
imposed in Peking during civil strife.
Five years ago: Life magazine said it
had found that Clifford Irving's book on
Howard Hughes was a hoax and
canceled plans to publish excerpts.
One year ago: The CIA banned the
use of United States reporters or
missionaries as agents.
Today's birthday: Actress Kim
Stanley is 52. -
Thought for today: Too often we
enjoy the comfort of opinion without the




Taxes are a form of pollution but,
unlike smog, smoke, noise and litter,
taxes create more than corruption.
They perpetuate bad government,
trigger fiscal foolishness and multiply -
themselves with the abandon of a
million rabbits on a population kick. No
wonder there is a belief throughout the
land that tax collectors never get to
Heaven..
Let's Stay Well
Making Resolutions Can Help
By F J L Blasingame M
Q: Mrs. S.W. confesses that she
made several New Year's
resolutions, but she has almost
Rifled to keep them. She says
that the is like many people who
make resolutions but. break
them.
She wonders why so many
keep up this practice, ahd SSW
whether-We shotddn't drop this
hypocrisy Mat cultormay
The tart of each year.
- I note that you wrote, sig-
nificantly, that you had "almost
faded."
I hope that we shall not drop
the New Year's resolution prac-
tice. It's a good sign that Many of
us wart to change our lives for
. the better. In • fact it's too bol
that we don't say more on other
special days about our resolu-
tions to improve ourselves.
Many of in make day-to-day
resolutions, and we readily
_....break many' of them. Even so,
it's a favorable sis, that we do
ttaolve and make some efkirt.
Probably mot of in try to
make too greet a sudden change,
in our habit& We need to try
smaller specific resolutions. to
declare them repeatedly to rela-
tives and friends for reinforce-
ment of our courage, and to put
•
the new dections into practice.
How about trying to-increase
our thoughtrfzliss to others'
Each day, opportunities
arise for is to gi the other per-
son a chasm to board a his or
go ahead of to through a door.
Also, we can take care to avoid
making unkind comments about
someone.
- More' difficult to bride are
bigger probkms, such as losing
weieit, topping snoking and
exercising regularly. Don't try to
achieve all (Atha* at once - one
at a time is enough. Then tart
another in several months, after
some success with the previous
resolution.
Dwell on the inner satisfaction
of self-discipline and self-gra-
tification. This inner reward
means that we are gratified by
our own courage and pleased
that we are, to some degree, in
control of air lift and taking
pride in its improvement.
Such enhanCenient of our self- ,
image motivates is to keep our -
resolutions and to modify time
of our habits constructively.
One little resolution after
another can serve to make ow
lives healthier and happier.
owlet all. UMW Fain Soulliza. Int
Ob. 4-
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Worship Service 11:00a tn.
Evening Worship . 6 .110p 111.'
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship 1100a. in
Evening Worship 6:30p in.
FIRST 'RISKS
• Morning Worship 10:45a. in.
Evening Worship  2'00 ro
WEST IOW
Mo•rnutg Worship 11:110 a. m.
Sunday Everung 600p.m.

















Morning Worship -   11.00 a in
Eve-rigig Worship 6 30p.. m
KIRILSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship . * 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30. m.
MEMONAL RAPTIST
Morning Worship 10:50a. m.
Evening Worship 6:00p. m.
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship

















Morning Worship WOO a. in.
Evening Worship 5:30 p. m.
MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday Schoot--- 9-.30 a. m.
Worship •t 11:00a.m.
. LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday 2:00 p. m.
3rd Sunday 10:30a. m.
OLD SALEM BAPTIST
Sunday School 10:00a. m.
Worship Service 11:00 a. m.



























Evening Worship - 6:30 p. m.
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship 11:00a. m.
Evening Worship 7:00p. m.
CHESTNUT STREET GENERAL -
Sunclay.School - - 1•0001•01.
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
LEDBMER MISSIONARY until
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
Preaching  11 •00a_rn &6-00pm 




Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
ST. JOHN BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship 10:45 a. m
Sunday School 9:30 a. m.
AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE
...Attend Church
0000000 o o • • • •
Nazarene
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School 94.5 a. rn.
Morning Worship 10:45-a. en..
NY Y. P. S. Worship 5:15p_ m.
Evening Worship 6:00p. m.
Wednesday Worship _ , 7:00p. no.
LOCUST GROVE MIRO












Evening Worship 7:30p. m.
UNITED, NEW CONCORD
Sunday School 10:00a. m.






Sunday School 10:00a. m.
Mosning Worstup lliOOa.m.
Sunday Evening 7.00p. m.
Thurs. nite 7 00p. m.
UNITED, 310 1RVAN AVE.
Sunday School 10:00a m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
DI WARDS CHAPEL •
Sunday School JO :00a. m
Worship Service 11.00 a in.
_Evening Worship 7:30p .m.
FIRST UNITED
Sunday Worship 10. 00 a.m. &
Tues. & Thurs. 7:00 p. in.
Christian
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Worship Services 10 450 m .7:00p.m.
- MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Worship 10 30 a. m.
Bible School 9:30a. in.
Evenvig Service 6:00p. in
CHURCH-Of JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday School 10,45a_ m.
ST. LEO CATHOLIC
CHURCH
Sunday Mass 8 a. m.. 11 a. m., 4:30 p.
'--Sati2gsi-Ylita886:W1F1147 - • •• - - --
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray, Ky., Sun-
days II .00 a. in. Testimony meeting second
Wednesday 8 p. m. •
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
Watchtower ' 10.30irtiF
Bible Lecture • 9:30a. m.
WYMAN'S CRAM. A.M.E.





Sunday School 9:15 a. m.
Morning Worship 10:30 arm.
• . SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath Schoot Sat IO:36a.m.
Worship Service Sat . 9:15 a m.
g motile/ ml e a daxe,
wad nil 49 a '
With these word.. tbrakiani Lincoln demon-
urated hia deep understanding of the nature
-of man. lie realised that the •,iitrin of Jas.
--tow oedema mon 1.1144i. 11111110 aepiewis
of property. While the .lase was the primary
.ictim the ina.ter aka. suffered
"fur he. too. became len than the human that
11;.1 intended him to be. In hi. great wisdom.
Lincoln undenitood thi. principle - that no
  ecaIR benefitz from a system in which
oo I. treated Ir. than fully human.
lit.  Ru---.110--- -
1,11 1,, other-.. M you would have them do WOO
sou.'" Male Lincoln'. birthday a time to re-
11.-. I on the meaning of his words, and their
&title. for the continuation of his





Morning Worship II 00a in
Evening Worship 6 30 p in
UNIVERSITY
Morning Worship - 10 30 a in
Evening Worship 6 90 p in
GREEN PLAIN
Morning Worship 10. t5 a. to.
Evening Worship 7 00 p in
WEST MURRAY
Morning Wocilpp 10 50. ni
Evening Worship 6 00 p in
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship . 10 50• m.
$ineqing klorslop. _6 . 002:_rn.
SEVENTH A POPLAR.
Worship Service 10:40a. m.
Evening Worship 4:00p. m.
NEW CONCORD
, Morning Service 10-50 a. m
Evening Worship 6.00 p. m.
PLEASANT VALLEY






Sunday School IC 00 am.












Morning Worship 10:50 •.m
Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
KIRKSIT OWEN
Of CIIIIST •
Sunday School 10.00a. m
Monurig Worship 10:50 a. m











Sunday School 10.00 a m . Worship Service
9-00 a m every other Sunday
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School 9 40a in
Worship Service 11 00 a m
OAK GROVE
Sunday-School 10 00 a in
Worship Services 11 a ni .7 p in
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship 11 00 • in
Evening Worship 7 00 p in
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
- --Church School 9 30 a in
_Worship Service _ 19.:•45 a m
GOWN MUMS
- Morning worship Services , - 9.30 a in
Sunday School 10 40a in
Evening services: Lst_ 3rd & 50 Sunday •••
Preaching Service 6 30p.in
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service 10 00 a to
DIRTER-HARDIN UNITED
Worship Service 10 00a in
1st & 2nd Sundays II 00a in
1st & 3rd 1114th Sunday
MT. KARON
Worship Sefince 10.00 a in. 1st Sunday &
11 00 a m_ Ird Sunday: Sunday School 11 -00
a m 1st Sunday - 10 00a. m 2nd, 3rd, & 4th
Sunday
MT. CARMEL
Worship Service 10.00 a in 2nd Sunday
ii MI a m 4th gamin Cali /1•11,say,,,,A ape




Morning Services 10 45a in
BROOKS COMPEL UNITED
tat & 3rd Sunday 9:30 a. in
Evening 7.00 p m.
2odili 4th Sunday II. 00 a. in.
No Evening Worship
BETHEL UNITED
tat & 3rd Sunday II 00 a. in
Thd & 4tli Sunday • 9 30 a m
Evening - 6 00 p m
SOUTH PLEASAKT GROVE
Sunday School 10 00 • .
Morning Worship 11 00 a ref
Evening 7 .00 p m
STOREY'S CARPEL UNITED
Morning Worship 9 45 a in.
Sunday School., _ _ 45.,a
This Page Made Possible By The Following Supporting Firms.
. Purchase Tire Mart
Your Complete Tire Service Center
"We Service Them All-Large or Small"
Max Keel
E. MINI & hothrstrial Rd. 753.7111
Bags & mons/
Beads
















Lunches - Steaks -Sandwiches
"Jesus Saves"
1206 Chestnut St. Under New management 753.2917
Boyd's Auto Repair
Gerrahl Boyd-Owner
- Comphrt• Automatic Transmission Service
-Front End Alignment
-Complete Tans-Up & Repair Senrice -
209 S. 74
Radiator & Auto Glass Service
/53-1731
Kentucky fried ekiektst
'It's Finger Lickin' Good"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Mein SlindWiChet


















Top Goolity Used Cora







Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Member FDIC





'Bowling At Its Best-






Worship Service 11 a m . 1st Sunday 10 008
In 3rd Sunday. Sunday School 10 00 a m
2nd & 4th
• MARTIN'S CHAPEL
Worship Service 5 30 a, m
Suudap4c.haal 49-40*  
4000 SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service 1100a.m.
Sunciwt Srh":1 10 00 a m
INDEPENDENCE UNTIED
SundaySchool 10-60a in
Morning Worship II 00. in
KINSEY UNITED
Sunday School 10 00 a ni
Mornmg Worship 11 00 a ni
Evening Worship 7 00 p in
COLDWATER UNITED
%Worship Service 11 00 a ap ,lst & 2nd Sun
day., 10-00 • ni 3rd & Ithi Sunday School
10 00 a m 1st & Znd Sunday . 11 00 a m Srd
& 4th Sunday
TEMPLE MILL UNITED
Morning Worship 10 00 a ni
Sunday School 11 00 a in
FIRST M1111001ST-
Worship 8 45& 10 Ma m
MORS CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School 10 00 a in
Morning Worship 1.1.1Ma_tu
LYNN GROVE







Soars CO se. te S Days
*Children Are Gods Gift
1606 Ryon Ave., Murray 753-8807
Carroll Tire Service
Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer




A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
605 Maple St. 753-4424
Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Road Phone 753-1319
Dunn Furniture
T.V. & Appliance
WhirIP001 Sales & Service Queisar
Uncle hrff s Shopping Center 7513037
Eruct._ Fancy Plants






Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal

















Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.
"For All Your Fertilizer Needs"






401 Olive - 753-5312
Tabers Body
Shop, Inc.
-Go To C)orch Sunday- '




501 N ark Repines & Inotilation 753 6)61
641 Super Shell
Free Pickup & Delivery
Open 6:30 at Chose 11.00 Orli
Stre444 Open I 00 nu Nisi 10.00 p
South 1206 Pilaw 753 9131
DeVanti's Steak
& Pizza House
Let us Entertain You
Murray
Theatres
Randy Thornton Service Co:'
Air Conditioning n ro.ng-Commercial Refrigeratien
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut Phone 753-8181
Big John's
'Nome of finality, Economy glifi
L Watt-ions
Open 7 Days
7 a.m. to 12 Midnight
Kentucky Lake
Oil Company
JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
Mercer Serving Calenely. Graves
753 1323 arid (while Counnes
Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control
100 So. 13th St.




lorry D. Lents, Donald A Jenes and Larry Suitor, owners
Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
641 North - 753.2654
Ward-Elkins
RCA VICTOR FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
403 Maple Phone 753-1713
tistaritaii
• • Private Ilreakfast, Liindiespos, Dinners
Sunday Refit Luncheon 11 te I :30




No 4th Street Phone -753-1921
Ewing Tire Service
Your Complete Tire Service Center
For Passenger-Truck I. Form Tires
808 Coldwater Rd. 753-3164
Shirley's Florist 8.
Garden Center
Flowers for All Occasions
House Plants Landscaping
500 N. 4th 753-3251 - 753-8944




Kat- Air Shemang COON'
T534.311







Phone 753-5802 ' 205 N 4th St
Grecian Steak House
Tres Andrews - Your Host
we are romolog sp000li [MKT. MeinAhre rows
Fri, Sat., Sun. • T-Bems Steak Special
No. 12th Est. 641 -Cell in Orders te 753.4419
-.. Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Co
Wheat & Soybeans
Ilehmis Otis, Mgr. I. W. Outland, Sept. \
Phone 7534720 .
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B Sears, Gen. Manager
Serving Graves Calloway Marsha, Carlisle Counties in Ky and
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Gophers Continue To
. Get Success On Road
By KEN RAPPOPORT • • 
AP Sports Writer
' The Minnesota Gophers
have one of the most suc-
cessful road shows in college
basketball this season.
Among their big hits of the
year, the Gophers have won
by 24 points at Detroit, 19 at
Indiana and 17 at Illinois and
Marquettt
Thursday night, they played
another smash perfdrmarice
by beating Ohio State at
Columbus 91-65.
-We're a much better road
team and I don't know why,"
said Minnesota Coach Jim
Dutcher. • can only enjoy it."
eightti4-arrited Gophers
have won 17 of 19 games and
are challenging for the Big
Ten lead. The splendid season
__has restnred,some dignity to a
school on NCAA probation and




contender is enough," said
Dutcher. "We've got a chance
it our school recoTd of 11
.•onference victories and 21
over-all. I told our kids they
were eighth in the country and











Rib Shack ,, . . 41
Untouchables 39
Bunlues 39























High Team Series ) SCI
Corvette lanes .... ' 2112
. 13-H  2026
Bowlers  1940




















































Pat Scott  633






VirgilSetser   182
Lyman thxon   180
Jerry Bolls 176
Ron -Pace  176
Women
Pat Scott


















State 65-62, No. 10 Nevada-Las
Vegas trimmed Denver 106-84
and No. 13 Arkansas blasted
Baylor 77-57.
Mike- Thompson, Kevin
McHale and Ray Williams
combined for 68 points to lead
Minnesota. The victory
boosted the Gophers into a
second-place tie with Purdue
in the Big Ten behind
Michigan.
-Winford Bornes scored 21
points to lead a balanced
attack as undefeated San
Francisco ran its winning
streak to 24 games. The
powerful Dons connected on 51
per cent of their shots from the
__field _and_ dominated the
boards-with a 48-36 advantage.
"I was a little concerned in
the first half, early on, after
they made their first six or
seven in a row, but I told the
guys to stay loose and play our
own game," said San Fran-
cisco Coach Bob Gaillard.
"And that's what we did. We
came back in the second half,
stuck to our game plan and
won it the way we planneti."
Reserve center Brett
Vroman scored eight of his 10
points in the second half,
leading UCLA back from a
four-point deficit to victory
over Washington State.
Vroman entered the game
after starter David Green-




career scoring record at
Nevada-Las Vegas and led the
ng--Rebels-past Denver, - -Belo -
 805 Aruta
796 Marvin Delph scored 18 Barbara Hendon
points and Steve Schell added
15 as Arkansas defeated











iteauty Box ..  45 31
Dennison-Hint 43 33
Corvette Lanes •  43 33
Bank of Murray  42 34
Peoples Bank 401, 3511
JohnsonsGro 40 36
Jerry's Restaurant 39 37
Murray Ins • 384 3711
Hospital Pharmacy 38 38
Murray Theaters ..... . 351  404
Shirley's 344s 4111
Paradise Kennels 34 43
Murray Calloway Hosp. 31 45
Dixie Cream Donuts .... X 48
High Team Game ) SC)
Beauty Box 774
Peoples Bank ...........  756
HC .Shirley's 752High TeareGiunef
Shirley's  1051
Dennison Hunt .......... 1027
Murray Ins. qp  1014
High Teitn Series (SC I
Beauty Box . • 7214
Peoples Bank 2173
Murray Ins.  2088




High Ind. Game ISC)
Wanda Brown 233
Wanda Brown 202
Judy Hale  190
Ethelene mccoon   190




High Ind. Series i SC
Wanda Brown 564
Judy Hale 5Z
Ethelene McCallon   520
High Ind. Series HC
Judy Hale. . ... ....... r . . 664
Wanda Brown  652
Vicki Grimm . 641
High Averages
Wanda Brown   163
Marge Hinman 163
Ethelene McCallon . 163
Nancy Weber .... 155
Elaine Pittinger. 150
Mary Harris.... 148
Mildred Hodge. . 147
Nancy Lovett .. 145








ANNAPOLIS, Md. (AP) -
Nothing is official yet, fiut it
appears - that thesuspect
retirement of Muhammad Ali
is about to end.
Herbert Muhammad, Al's
long-time Manager, has given
promoter Don King per-
'mission to set up a May title
bout for the heavyweight
boxing champ in Seoul, South
Korea.
. 558 The 35-year-old Ali hasn't
. 538
. 533 fought since scoring a
disputed decision over Ken
Norton last September, but
the Korean venture is viewed
as All's tune up for a lucrative
return match with George
Foreman - who lost the title
to Ali in 1974.
-I'm •convinced that All
las wants to fight again:: King.
said Thursday, reiterating
that 'in a Dec. 19 letter from
Ali, he was given 90 days to
arrange a rematch with
Foreman.
King still is trying to put
togethec- a money package
worthy of an Ali-Foreman
Delicious food served in a
beautiful dining room with a
beautiful view overlooking
the lake and soft organ
music...that's a prfect dining
bout, but his 'efforts should
gain fresh impetus with the
positive signs from the All
camp.
In Korea, King said, All
would fight "someone of
repute," and mentioned such
possible opponents as the
upcoming young Americans
Johnny Boudeaux and Larry
Holmes, or South African
champion Mike Shutte.
Two., other'. productions
prorna4kd by King will be
staged this weekend, even as
he works to tie up loose ends
on two more bouts scheduled
for March 17.
King spent two days in
Annapolis, promoting the
second of four quarter-final
cards of his U.S. Boxing
Championships. They will be
h_eldSuoday at  the  iLS. Naval
Academy.
On Thursday night, King
hustled off to Puerto Rico for
the lightweight title bout he
promoted .between World
Boxing Council champion
Esteban de Jesus and Buzz-
saw Yamabe of Japan.
experience when you visit
the dining rooms of Kenlake
State Resort ['irk. A regular
menu is served during thf
week.
BUFFET: 5:30-8 PM, SATURDAY•12-3 and 5-8 PM SUNDAY
BACK UP -Critter McKenzie (20) of the Eskers got an of-
fensive, rebound at the wing and then drove the middle to get
off this shot. Defending for the Vikings are Nancy Rucks (left)
and Sarah Galvin (22).




LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
Adolph Rupp says modern day
basketball teams have better
shooting averages because
youngsters start playing
organized ball earlier than
they once did.
"You've got kids now who
are playing in organized
leagues when they are only
eight- years Old," the. Wine
ningest coach in the history of
collegiate basketball said in
an interview Thursday.
He's an expert on that. His
grandson, Chip, is in his first
year in an elementary school
- league and -he's just 10.
"It's practice, practice,
practice and that makes the
shooters a whole lot better on
every team in the country."
Rupp said.
He -noted that five ot-the 11
players on this year's Ken-
tucky basketball team are
shooting 50 per cent or better
from the field, but said the hot
hands aren't limited to teams
such as the No. 3 ranked
Wildcats.
"I watched the Tran-
sylvania-Thomas More game
last night on television and
those guys were shooting the
kell out of that thing," Rupp
id.
Rupp, who retired several
years ago as coach at
Kentucky, said that free throw
shooting, however, isn't
nearly as accurate as it was in
his day. .
'Tritil the  last  iew..years
that I coached, we shot free
throws (underhand) with two
hands and it's a more ac-
curate free throw than the.
one-handed shot," he said.
However, Rupp said he is at
a loss to explain why players
today can be so accurate from
the field with one-hand jump
shots and so poor from the free
throw line with the same
shooting arrangement when
no one is guarding them.
Kentucky's current coach,
Joe Hall, said he feels more
accurate shooting is prompted.
by longer years of practice
and betterphysical stamina.
"Let's face it we're making
an improvement in the human
_race phyic2lly and. I think
there is more proper teaching
of the fundamentals at an
early age.
"Added to that, teams are
playing much better in
regards to shot selection. You
just don't see people running
down the floor and throwing
the ball up," Hall said.
"There's much more control
and looking for the good shot."
Signs Contract
CINCINNATI ( AP) - Joe
Henderson, a 30-year-old
relief pitcher Who led the
American Association with a
2.31 earned run average at
Indianapolis last season, has
signed his 1977 contract with
the Cincinnati Reds,
Henderson, 7-3, appeared in
54 games last season but only
once as a starter.
. Henderson won two games•
_for the Reds after joining the
team late in the season and
allowed only one run in 11
innings.
AIMING NIGH-Lillian Neal (24) of St. Mary hod to aim high
to get this shot off as Marilyn McKenzie of the Laker: defen-
ds. McKenzie had a good game on the boards and scored six
points.
(Staff Plietos by Mike Broudoo)
Warriors Begin Climb
Toward Division Lead
By The Associated Press after Golden State scored a
The Golden State Warr--1/3"*--giffterifIg 114-101 triumph over
seeking to regain the pot of
gold at the end of the National
Basketball Association
rainbow, finally are panning
out ... most recently against
the Denver Nuggets.
The Warriors, NBA
champions in the 1974-75
season but dethroned in 1975-
76 by the Boston Celtics,
"probably are playing our
best basketball of the year,"
according to Coach Al Attles.










































Toby Alter  196
Women
Kathy Zea 1%
Vickie Holland  182









Vicki Overby  230
High Ind. Series r SC )
Men
Ronnie name 563




Vickie Holland ............. 465
Jane Houghton . . .... 458





Swen Nater topped the
Bucks with 28 points and Bob
the Nuggets, the team with the Dandridge scored 21, 17 in the
best winning percentage in the second,half. Ron Boone topped
league.....Lt.saa-the.Warriors'. KAnsas City with 22.
fourth consecutive victory. Cavaliers 116, Pacers 101
"What I'm most happy Elmore Smith, making his
about is our consistency," said first start for Cleveland since
Attles, whose Warriors have being acquired from
boosted their record to 30-23 Milwaukee last month, had 13
and moved within four games points, 13 rebounds and six
of the Los Angeles Lakers and blocked shots against Indiana.
Portland Trail Blazers, who Jim Brewer's 18 points
are in a virtual tie for the paced a balanced Cleveland
Pacific Division lead. "I don't offense. Indiana's Billy Knight
want to see 135 points one scored 26 points.
night and 85 the next.
"And for the first time this
year, we're 100 per tent
healthy."
In other NBA games, the
Washington Bullets rallied for
a 109-103 victory over the
Phoenix Suns, the Milwaukee
Bucks overcame the Kansas
City Kings 112402 and the
Cleveland Cavaliers beat the
Indiana Pacers 116-101.
Phil Smith paced the
Warriors with 21 points while
Rick Barry and reserves
Jamaal Wilkes and Charles
Johnson each scored 18.
Denver's David Thompson
collected 27, but only two in
the first half when Golden
State took a commanding 60-48
lead.
Bullets 109, Suns 103
Washington, trailing 101-93
with 4:23 remaining, overtook
Phoenix with the help of Phil
Chenier's three field goals in
the last 1:25 for its seventh
victory in the last nine road
games.
The Bullets, leaders by one
game in the Central Division,
were led by Elvin Hayes and
rookie Mitch Kupchak with 22
points apiece. Chenier
finished With 21, Peal West-
phal scored 29 for Phoenix.
Bucks 112, Kings 102
Aggressive play by reserves
Rowland Garrett and Lloyd
Walton helped the pucks rally
841 from a 30-10 first-quarter







Toby Aller  174
Lloyd Todd 164
Ronnie Hutson 163
Kenneth Perry  155
Joe Orlando  153
Terry Mathis  150
Women
Kathy Zea_ .  . 156
Nancy Todd 149
Jane Houghton 135
Vickie Holland  134
College Results
By The Associated Press
EAST
Manhattan 72, Connecticut 69
Massachusetts 82, Rutgers 81
Seton Hall 89, Dayton 72
SOUTH
McNeese St 83, Tex-Arlington
74
New Orleans 71., Robert Mor-
ris 56
Salisbury 89, Maryland-East-
ern Shore 83 - 4
William and Mary 70, E
Carolina 66
MIDWEST
Creighton 101, W Texas St 83
Illinois 65, Northwestern 63
Minnesota 91, Ohio St 65
Wisconsin 76, Purdue 74
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 77, Baylor 57
Arkansas St 74, SE Missouri
72
E Texas St 57, Angelo St 51
Houston 115, Southern Meth-
odist 83
4 Texas 81, TCU 69
Tulsa 71, Wichita St 64
FAR WEST
n
Brigharn Young 82, Wyoming
California 101, Oregon 102, 5
OTs
Gonzaga 71, N Arizona 70
Huron Col 93, Dakota St 69
Long Beach St 101, San Jose
St 69
New Mexico St 107, Pan
American 105
Nevada-Las Vegas 106, Den-
ver 84 -
Oregon St. 76, Stanford 75
San Francisco 92; - Nevada
Reno 76
Seattle 77, Pepperdine 62
UCLA 65, Washington St 62
Portland 78, Loyola, LA 72
Utah 69, Colorado St 13e
58Washington 72, Southern Cal
Weber St 84, Idaho 52
Jeans - 30% to 50% Off
KING'S DEN
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'Peay Likely To Sweep This Weekend
Two things could happen this weekend in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
• On one hand, the top two teams could pull considerably
away from the field. On the other hand, the battle for fourth
place could get quite heated and havoc could break loose.
Austin Peay-is-leatitag-the race-at 8-1 while Murray and
Middle are tied for second at 7-2 and Morehead is fourth at
5-4.
East Tennessee is 4-5, Western 3-6 while Tech and
Eastern Kentucky are both 1-8.
Here's the Saturday schedule: Peay at Tech, Murray at
East Tennessee, Middle at Eastern and Western at
Morehead. •
For Monday: Peay at East Tennessee, Murray at Tech,
Western at Eastern and Middle at Morehead.
Let's play around a little. Give Peay two. wins and they
are 10-1. But what happens if Western goes in and wins at
Morehead Saturday and then on Monday, Middle Tennessee
has to play at Morehead.
Cross your fingers and let's give Murray two wins, Then it
looks like this: Peay 10-1, Murray 9-2, Middle 8-4, Morehead
.0;5, Western 5-6 and East Tennessee 4-7. That's assuming,
of course, Western also wins Monday at Eastern..
What if•Nurray and Austin Peay can do no better than
split While Western win's two and Middle loses at Morehead
Monday: Peay 9-2, Murray 8-3, Middle 8-3, Morehead 6-5,
East Tennessee 5-6 and Western 5-6.






TOUGH ON THE BOARDS—Felicia Pinner (10) of the takers
hod an outstanding game on the boards. Here, she puts up an
offensive rebound for two points over CoNeen Tackett (15) of
the Vikings. In the background ore Sharon Reed (10) and Susie
lines (11).










Afterall, the Hilltoppers are on the road, playing at Death
Valley.
First of all, Western just might be one of the best teams in
the league right now.
Lloyd Terry is strong, Aaron Bryant has adjusted to the
offense and big James Johnson is back in the lineup. That
gives the 'Toppers a pretty awesome front line..
The pressure is not on them. Afterall, they must win all of
their games to have a shot at the playoffs and that's not
really likely. But one thing for sure, they can be playing
relaxed while nobody else in the league can.
What will likely happen?
Peay. will manage to get past Tech Saturday and Murray
will have to struggle to win over talented East Tennessee.
Middle will have little trouble winning at Eastern and
maybe, just maybe, Western will upset Morehead.
Monday, Peay will have trouble at East Tennessee and
could very well lose. Murray will win at Tech, Western will
win at Eastern and Middle will lose at Morehead.
In all probability, it's a two-way battle between Murray
and- the Peay for the league title. For Murray, the key thing
is to -stay o-ut of fourth place to keep from having to play
Austin PeaY the first night of the OVC Tournament at
Clarksville.
Mel Purcell Pro?
Mel Purcell vs. Bjorn Borg?
It's a possibility.
Purcell will be playing February 17-20 in a qualifying
round for the National Men's Indoor Tournament which will
be held February 28 through March 6 at Memphis.
If Purcell were to win three rounds in the qualifying
tourney, he would then be eligible to play in the professional
tournament.
--Att-trt-the-brg-names--irr the sersz, except--Jimmy--
Connors, will be in Memphis for the National Tourney.
The odds will be awesome. But maybe, just maybe...
Imagine that, our own Mel Purcell against someone like
Borg!
Massengale Up By Four




(AP) — The 66 that staked him
to a four-shot lead wasn't the
tough part of the day, said Rik
Massengale.
"Actually, I'm hitting my
irons so good, it was a pretty
easy 66."
The tough part came after
the round. He had to rush from
the course to buy a birthday
present for his wife, Cindy.
her birthday and I
always put off things to the
list minute," Massengale
said. "Ah, but I hate shopping
for a woman. That's a lot
tougher than shooting 66. I
didn't know what to get her.
Ended up with a watch. Hope
that's okay."
The six-under-par 66 was
considerably more than okay
on the tough Tamarisk course
in Thursday's second round of
the five-day, 90-hole Bob Hope
Desert Golf Classic. It went
with an opening 64 for a 130
total, 14 under par and the best
two-round effort on the tour
since late in the 1975 season. -
_in those -two- rounds, -he's
had 15 birdies and a single
bogey, missed only two
fairways and two greens. He's
had a total of seven birdie
putts of 20 feet or more;two of
them from 40 feet or more.
"Absolutely. fabulous golf,"
said Bruce Lietzke, the only
man able to keep Massengale
in sight. "He is definitely the
man to beat."
Lietzke is a two-time winner
this season and suddenly the
hottest man on the tour. He
extended to 23 the number of
consecutive rounds at par or
The '• I Neu. Iiiniesisitm IiiDow/amen .Sh()ppiii;-
Bookmark
Of Murray, Ky.
*Opening 11 A.M. Thursday Feb. 10th
Moors during energy crisis 11 a.m. to S p.m.)
*Southeast Corner
Of The Court Square
better with a 67 that put him in,
second place at 134.
Wally Armstrong, with
another 67, was another two
strokes back at 136. Tied at 137
were former Hope winner
Hubert Green, with a second-
round 68, and Alan Tapie, 70.
Tapie played at La Quinta,
the host course and site of the
pros-only final round Sunday.
The rest of the leaders were at
Tamarisk, where former
President Gerald Ford drew
another enormous gallery to
watch his round with PGA
champ ' Dave Stockton, Flip
Wilson and tournament
director Saul Kamin.
With all 'those people out
there — it was a huge, huge,
huge gallery — it was pretty
difficult for the President,"
Stockton said. "He played
pretty well, made three pars,
but he was kind of nervous,"
The three-man amateur
team was eight under par,
including their handicaps, but
no scores are compiled on
individual amateurs.
Stockton's score ballooned
to a 77 after a front side 35,
,"The_ golf course just kind of
went ouelrom under me," he
said.
Ford as Scheduled to play
with tournament directors
Paul Jenkins and John Curci
and pro Lee Elder at Bermuda
Dunes in today's third round
of this tournament spread
over four courses in the desert
resort where Ford plans to
make his retirement home.
Johnny Miller, winner orth-o
last two tournaments here,
had another 74 and, at 148, wa3
, 18 shots back of Massengale.
Arnold Palmer, a five-time
winner, had a 68 and was tied
at 141 with Gary Player, who
had a 70, and Joe Inman, who
holed a three-wood second
shot for a rare double eagle.
Monday To Terms
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Newly acquired Los Angeles
outfielder Rick Monday has
agreed to terms and will sign
his contract this weekend, the
Dodgers announced.
Monday will sign his multi-
year contract prior to they.
Dodgers' public workout and
exhibition game with Southern'
Cal Sunday at Dodger
Stadium, a club spokesman
said Thursday. .•
Monday, who calm to the
Dodgers in a trade that sent
Bill Buckner to Chicago, hit
.272 for the Cult; last season,
with 32 home runs and 77 runs
batted in.
BOXING
NEW YORK — Madison
Square Garden announced
that the heavyweight fight
between Ken Norton and
Duane Bobich ha l been
rescheduled for lay 11,
Laker Girls Now 8-7,
Run By St. Mary 55-39
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger it Times Sports Editor
It took 32 minutes of playing
time to officially decide it but
unofficially, it took about five
minutes to decide it.
That's basically the story of
how. the Calloway County
girls' basketball team
managed to grab a 55-39 win
Thursday afternoon over St.
Mary.
With about five minutes left
Pro Standings




W L Pct. GB
Plulphia rt 20 .615 —
Boston 25 27 .481 7
NY Knits 24 28 .462 8
Buffalo 18 33 353 13"s
NY Nets 17 35 .327 15
Central Division
Washton _11 _ .588
Houston 29 72 569
Cleve 29 23 .549 2
S Anton 8 25 .528 3
N Grins 24 29 .453 7
Atlanta 21 34 .382 11
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Denver 34 18 .654 —
Detroit 31 23 .574 4
Kan City 27 28 .491 81
Indiana 25 29 .463 10
Chicago 22 32 .407 12
Milwkee 17 42 .238 2042
. Pacific Division
Los Mfg 34 19 .642
Portland 35 20 .636
Goldn St 30 23 .566 4
Seattle 28 26 .519 6kx
--Phoenix 25 27 .481 8'1
Thursday's Results
Cleveland 116, Indiana 101
Milwaukee 112, Kansas City
102
Washington 109, Phoenix 103
Golden St 114, Denver 101
Friday's Games
NY Knicks at Boston
Buffalo at NY Nets
Indiana at Philadelphia
Cleveland at Detroit
New Orleans at Chicago
Washington at Kansas City
San Antonio at Houston
Denver at Lips Angeles
Atlanta at Portland




All-Star Game at Milwaukee
in the first half, St. Mary led
the Lakers 16-9. The Laker
girls were not hitting from the
field, they were not hitting the
boards and they were a bit
sluggish on defense.
Critter McKenzie, who hit
for nine points in the im-
portant second quarter,
cashed in a 12-footer from out
front then Marilyn McKenzie
added four consecutive points
and it was a 16-15 game.
Nancy Rucks, one of the
more outstanding players in
the Region, cashed in one free
throw and the Viking girls led
17-15. Then with 3:23 left in the
half,- Critter MeK-etizie not-
ched a 20-footer and the
contest was tied for the first
time._
Rucks hit another free
throw to give St. Mary an 18-17
edge before Rose Ross hit on a
driving layup to give the
Lakers their first lead of the
game at 19-18.
That did it. The defense got
fired op and the Laker girls
began to hit the boards, on
both ends of the floor.
Junior guard Susie Imes
threw in five consecutive
points and Critter McKenzie
hit from under in the final
seconds to tiodst the Lakers to
a 26-18 lead at intermission.
It was two different
Calloway teams in the  first
half. St. Mary got out to a 6-0
lead and almost five minutes
went by before the Laker
girls ever got On the board. In
fact, Calloway missed its first
11 shots of the game.
St. Mary wasn't exactly
burning the nets either,
otherwise they would have
held more than an 11-4 lead at
the end of the first -older.
But in the final five minutes
of half, Calloway- -out-
scored St. Mary 17-2 and that
was the difference.
In the third frame, the
Laker girls pushed the lead
out to as much .as 1-4 points
CONTACT—Terry Paschall (53) of 'the taker freshman team
makes body contact with a St. Mary player. Moving into
rebound position for the takers is Roger Scott (SS).
(Staff Photos by MA. Ievedea)
before settling for a 41-29
cushion going . into the last
iquarter.
The largest lead of the game
for the Lakers came at the
5:44 mark when Mimi Win-
chester hit two free throws to
make it a 50-32 bulge.
Over the next two minutes,
the Lakers did not score while
St. Mary put seven points on
the board to close within 11 at
50-39 but four consecutive
points by Ross settled the
issue.
"I thought we started out
real, real slow," said Laker
coach Marianne Davis.
-• • - .
"But along the middle of the
second quarter, we began to
take control of the tempo of
the game.
-Felicia Pinner, who had
been sick, came off the bench
and really played well. She
really made a difference -WI-
the boards. I, thought
Stephanie Wyatt also made a
big contribution on the boards.
"And of course Critter
McKenzie put us back in the
game with her offensive play
in the second quarter," Davis
added.
For the Vikings. Rucks was
the only twin figure scorer as
she had 12.
For the Lakers, Imes led the
balanced scoring attack with
12 while Critter McKenzie had
11 and Ilics—e Ross added W.
TheLaker girls now sport
an 8-7 season record and will
go against Trigg County
Saturday at 5 p.m. in the
second game of a tripleheader
at the MSU Sports Arena.
The first game of the
tripleheader will begin at 3:30
p.m. and will feature the
Laker freshmen against Trigg
County.
The Laker freshmen lost an
overtime heartbreaker
Thursday to St. Mary in the
preliminary game as Vincent
Woeltz of the Vikings hit two
free throws after the .buzzer
had sounded to give the
visitors a 42-40 win.
Calloway trailed for the
entire game but came back to
forge in front late in the fourth
period on two free throws by
Steve Barnett. But the Vikings
sent the game into the extra
period by hitting on a rebound
basket in the final seconds of
regulation play.
Emerson seared Ii-
points to pace the Laker frosh
while Terry Paschall added
10.
The third game of Satur-
day's tripleheader will feature
the Lakers' varsity boys and
Cuba30 p. game_.. will béginat6
Freshmen Gems
St Mary 7 20 2 9442
Calloway 6 16 2 14 2 40
Si Mary 421 Kennett) 1, Cooper 2,
Woeltz 5, Hayden 11. Moms 2. Matchent
6 and Quigley 13
Calloway 1401 Furr 6, Emerson 11,
Smotherrnan I. Scott, Thorn, Paschall
to. Graham 4 Edwards 6 and Karnett 2 -
St. Mary
hc ft pi tp
Rucks 3 6432
Wegleclu 3. '3 5 9
Tackett 1 1 2 3
Galvin 2 I 3 5
Joseph I 5 3 7
Ilea& 1 1 3
Totals 11 17 IS 39
Calloway
tgft pt tp
Koss,4 2 4 tO
Imes 4 4 2 13
Wyatt   1 0 5 2
M. McKenzie 2 2 3 6
C McKenzie 5 I 0 11
Winchester 2 3 1 7
R. Overbey 0 0 2 0
Todd 0 0 ,3 0
Pinner 3 0 2 6
Wilson 0 I 0 I
Totals 24 13 55
A Mary 11 7 II 10-39
Calloway 4 22 15 14 55
re-seasou
SPeCla
Get acquainted with the four-season versatility and
big-tractor toughness of our Case Compact Tractors
And if you buy now you'll receive:
Dump Cart
with the 
purchase of ony 
new
Case 
Garden Tra 750 00
ctor Sole
priced from 







When you're in the mood to buy
we re in the mood to bargain!, •
McKeel Equipment
Co., Inc.
503 Walnut, Murray, Ky. 753-3062
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Teacher Refuses To
Use Father's Book
1.7..01X, N.J. rAPi — -S.
Sgt. William Alexander Haley
teaches young soldiers the
history of minority groups, but
he refuses to use his father's
famous book.
— Roots' leaves me with
-personal feelings that deal
with my family. I wouldn't
want to-convey these feelings
in class," the son of Alex
t-laey said in an interview
Thursday.
• Still, for - William Haley
—t'here''rntresraping theimpact
of "Roots," which as the
nation's best-selling book and
history's most-watched
television program traced the
Haley family tree back to pre7
slavery days in Africa.
'walk -down the hall -and- f
hear people saying, 'That's
the son of Roots,' and I just
Laugh ," Haley said. •
..They just can't believe that
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Authorized Huth Bender Center
BARRM'S
SERVICE CENTER
639 S 4th St
,hone 753-9868
who has chosen the Army as a,
career," said Haley, 31, whose
classes are conducted at the
military base here.
He said he has received'Over
200 phone calls and a dozen
letters from people reacting to
the book. Some expressed
concern that it might be in-
flammatory, he said.
But "Dad's intention was
not to document the history of
America's blacks because
they have been an oppressed
minority," Haley said. "He
was writing an American
story about our family roots.
"It wasn't just for black
people: Whites can look at it
and say 'Yeah, I can iden-
tify," young Haley said.
'If 'Roots' had been out in
the 60s and early 70s, when we
were having a lot of trouble, it
might have fanned the fires,"
he said, adding that he thinks
Americans since have grown
more tolerant.. .
Haley, who has been in the
Army since he was 18, said it
was not until he was sent to
Vietnam in 196940 that he
really got to know his father,
who himself spent 20 years in
the Coast Guard. _
"I think we became closer
than ever before. He shared
my anxieties and wrote long,
detailed letters which made
me fully aware that he was
working steadily on 'Roots,"
the soldier said.
Raley said writing
one of my talents.
At's teaching for me," he
said. "I enjoy it and I think
I'm good at it."
Good enough, Haley said,
that "I tell Dad . someday
people are going to point to
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Kentucky native Hank Lind-
sey, former Administrative
Assistant and Deputy
Secretary to Gov. Julian




A • native. of Hopkinsville,
Lindsey started at his new
post Jan. 16.
From 1971 to 1974 Lindsey





around Kentucky Lake and
Lake Barkley. He is a former
Hopkinsville city councilman
and member of the Board of
Directors c4 the Kentucky
Travel Couneil.
A 1961 graduate of South
Hopkins High School in
Nortonville, Lindsey was news
—director -of—WHOP radio
station in Hopkinsville from 
1966 to 1971. While there he
won three national awards:
The National Headliners
Award in 1968 for coverage of
the preparations of the 101st
Airborne Division for
deployment to Vietnam; the
National Headliners Award in
1970 for coverage of Kentucky
politics; and the Southern
Baptist Association Abraham
Lincoln Award in 1970 for
community involvement as a.
broadcaster.
"In my new position,"
Lindsey said of his ap-
pointment, hope to-assist in
the development -of Ken-
tucky's economy. Through the
development of new industry
and the development of in-
ternational and domestic .
trade we can create new jobs
for Kentuckians and insure
the retention of jobs. Com-
missioner McBrayer has ideas
that will benefit commercy
and industry in this state, and
I want to help."
Lindsey became interested
in commerce while in the
Governor's office where he
acted as liaison to the Com-
merce Department as part of
his duties. He worked with the
Commerce Commissioner
when McBrayer was Chief
Executive Officer to Gov.




Members of the Future
Business Leaders of America
are playing an outstanding
role in assuring the future
progress and prosperity of
Murray and Calloway County.
It is vital that in our,rom-
plex society we train and
continue to train young people
in the area of business and
business education to fill the
increased demand. in this
area.
These young people,
members of the Future
Business Leaders of America,
are secondary students who
are preparing for careers in
business and business
education. This intense in-
terest in our business world
shown by these young people
is an assurance that the
businessaorld will continue to
grow and' improve.
FBLA has provided the







Therefore, I as Mayor, do
hereby designate the week of




-Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
354.4, up .1. Below dam 300.9,
down .1.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.4,
no change. Below dam 302.2,
down 1.3.
Sunset 51:31. Sunrise 6:50.
Kiritsis Frees Hostage After 63 Hours
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - —
.Anthony G. Kiritsis, the
revenge-minded ,gunman who
thought' he Could Walk- away
free by releasing unharmed a
hostage he held for 63 hours,
instead faces kidnaping
charges after police grabbed
him in what he called "a
cheap shot."
Despite a promise of im-
munity from prosecution,
Kiritsis, 44, was seized
Thursday night atter he freed
mortgage company executive
Richand 0. Hall from a third-
story apartment he had fooled
police into thinking was rigged
with dynamite.
Kiritsis, enraged because he
felt Hall's company swindled
him in a property deal, was
held on $250,000 bond awaiting
arraignment, _ on state kid-
naping charges.
Hall, 42-year-old father of
four, was taken out by
stretcher, checked briefly at a
hospital and returned to his
family. Authorities said his
only physical scars from the
three-day, fivnight ordeal
were minor abrasions on his
neck and wrists.
Police, who had waited
frustrated outside the building
since the siege began
Tuesday, entered Kiritsis'
apartment to discover that
what he had claimed was 100
pounds of dynamite wired to
explode was nothing more
than a maze of string,
weighted to break two glass
wine jugs — possibly filled
with gasoline — placed near a
singleburning candle.
Prosecutors said the im-
munity offer was invalid
because Kiritsis failed to keep
his part of an agreement to let
Hall- come out of the building
alone.
, Instead, Kiritsis shocked
police by marching Hall out
with the shotgun he used to




staged a 30-minute con-
frontation on. live ..teleyision,
"alternately cursing, shouting
and joking with reporters and
onlookers as Hall stood frozen
Commission To
Conservation PI
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The state Energy Resources
Advisory Commission is
scheduled to review
development of an energy
conservation plan Monday,
according to Energy Com-
missioner Damon Harrison.
The plan, prepared by the
Energy Department, will set
energy utilization standards
for state government as an
example for the rest of 4he-
state, Harrison said Thur-
sday.
The 35-member advisory
commission, created to focus
on the role of energy in
economic development, will
-forward the plan to the
Federal Energy - Admini-
stration (FEA) for approval.
Kentucky could get about
$400,000 in federal funds to
implement the plan, Harrison
said.
He said he will ask for a one-
month extension of the March
28 deadline for submitting the
plan to federal officials.
Harrison said state energy
officials have been • busy
in fear. He repeated his
statement that he abducted
Hall because he was con-
vinced the mortgage conippy




dealing with the current
energy crisis and have had
little time to develop the long
range conservation plan.
The plan will, among other
things, establish thermal
standards for new buildings
and purchasing policies for
energy-related items such as
state automobiles and air
conditioning systems,
Harrisoo said.
- The advisory- COMMiSeian
also is scheduled to discuss
tentative energy legislation.
Harrison said some parts of
the conservation plan will
require action by the 1978
General Assembly.
He suggested, as an
example, tax breaks for in-
stallation of solar energy units
or added insulation in homes
and other buildings.
The advisory group will
examine several aspects of
power plant development,
energy research and
promotion of synthetic fuel
plants, Harrison said.
The public meeting is
scheduled for 10 a.m. in the
Capital Plaza Auditorium.
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Kiritsis listed seven wrongs
he said the company
perpetrated against him,
including blocking com-
mercial development on the
land where he wanted to build
a small shopping center, and
demanded $5 million he said
the project would have earned
him.
After finally releasing Hall
back inside the building,
Kiritsis walked to an open
sliding glass door and fired his
sawedoff shotgun into the sky.
"See, I told you this was
loaded," he said, as a terrified
Hall bolted from the room.
Then, as Kiritsis laughed to
police that really pulled one
over on you" with the
dynamite bluff, sifficers
grabbed, him. and took him
away in a patrol, qtr.
"Tony, you lied to us,"
• Police Chief.. -1. Eugene -
Gallagher told Kiritsis. "fou
didn't let him go as you said....
You blew it."
-This is a cheap shot, a
cheap shot," a disbelieving
Kiritsis "Shouted, before
slumping down in the seat in
silence.
Marion County Deputy
Prosecutor deorge Martz said
Kiritsis, who described
himself as a "stable man,"
would undergo psychiatric
testing. The immunity that
had been promised him
earlier in the day specified he
would not be mugged,
fingerprinted, booked or
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— The frozen remaijts of an
Eskimo woman who lived
1,600 years ago show that air
pollution was a problem even
then.
"She definitely had severe
black lung," said George S.
Smith, a National Park Ser-
vice. anthropologist. Black
lung, caused by inhalation of
coal dust, is common among
miners.
Smith said the woman, who
apparently died in a landslide
or earthquake, probably
acquired the lung condition by
inhaling fumes that ac-
cumulated in constricted
living quarters from lamps
that burned--seal-oil-or whale
blubber.
He said the remains found
on St. Lawrence Island in the
Bering Sea — the oldest
human body ever found in
Alaska — also indicated that
the woman suffered from
coronary atherosclerosis and
emphysema.
But there was no evidence of
tuberculosis, a disease that
has been prevalent among
Eskimos since their
association with the white
man.
"We were hoping there
would be some indication of
diseases that atill afflict
Eskimos," said Zorro A.
Bradley, a research an-
thropologist with the park
-seFoiee7Akit-tbere-wen.not722--
Dr. Michael Zimmerman of
the University of Penn-
sylvania Hospital, who did an
autopsy, said he found the
internal organs "remarkably
well preserved," indicating
that the body was frozen
immediately after the woman
died.
Three Eskimo brothers
from Savoonga — Ray,
Gabriel and Bradley
Gologergen — found the body,
partially exppsed, in October
1972. They reburied it in the
permafrost, then told Bradley
of their find.
The body was exhumed,
shipped to the University of
Alaska near here and placed
in a deep freezer. Scientists
from around the nation were
recruited for a detailed
examination.
Bradley said the naked body
was found in an area long
inhabited by people who lived
in earthen houses. The
woman's knees were drawn up
to her chest, one side of her
face was crushed and moss-
like material was found in th.e
lungs. some chickweed was
clutched in one hand.
STRIKING STRAWBERRIES—Workers cover the ground
around strawberry plants in a field near Oxnard, Calif.,
with strips of plastic. The plastic reflects the sun's rays,
holds water in the soil and keeps the berry plant and
fruit off the ground preventing chemical damage. This
area in Ventura Counts is the largest producer of
strawberries in California.
(AP Wirephoto)
Weight Watchers To 'Help Heart
Weight Watchers members
in Murray during February
will "give up their fat to help
Heart.",
"For every pound of fat our
members lose during 'Heart
Month' we will donate two
cents to the Heart Fund,"
explained Weight Watchers
Area Director Kay Morrissey.
Statistics will be kept on-
each of the 150 classes in
Kentucky ' and Southern In-
diana and all  lhaLisio..4.10. the_
Murray group, which meets
every Monday at 6:45 p. m. in
the First Methodist Church on
Maple Avenue, will be
credited to the local campaign
drive, Mrs. Morrissey said.




the 1973 campaign," Mrs.
Morrissey said, "and mem-
bers throughout Kentucky and
Southern Indiana gave up a
grand total of 51,965 pounds."
. This joint statement was
made by state Heart
Association executive
directors Robert A. Thorn-
bury of Kentucky and Dale M.
Byerly of Indiana: "We are
very pleased that Weight
Watchers in KentuCkj, and
Southern Indiana has agreed
to participate again in the
Heart Fund , basing their
doriation-Ori Taal .pounds lost
by their members."
We think our close
association with the Heart
Fund is one of the most
natural cooperative efforts
ever," Mrs. Morrissey said.
"Obesity is such a tragic
contributor to deaths due to
heart disease. We have first-
hand knowledge of the terrible
scope of this health problem. . _
because so many of our
members are sent to Weight
Watchers clas.ses by their
doctors who are alarmed by
heart disease warning signs."
The American Heart
Association estimates more
than half of all deaths oc-
curring in Kentucky and In-
diana during 1977 will be
cardioVascular disease 'deaths
(diseases of the heart and
circulation). An appalling
19,500s1eatbs_inKentucky 
26,500 in Indiana, and that's
more than half of ALL deaths
in the two states!
Researchers report that
more than 40 million
Americans are so overweight
that their health is directly
threatened. Many believe that
more than 50 per cent of the
one million annual heart-

































Carter To Spend Weekend
At Plains, Georgia Home
'WASHINGTON (API —
After less than a month in
office, President Carter is
-longing for the peanut fields of
home. And that's where he
will spend the weekend.
Carter planned to journey to
his Plains, Ga., home today
for the first time as President
after a series df White House
meetings on foreign affairs,
„ FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP) —
Gov. Julian rarroll is
scheduled to present horse of
the year honors to a Kentucky-
bred horse tonight at the
Thoroughbred Racing
Association's 35th annual
Eclipse _ Dinner in Los
Angeles.
The event will kick off a 10-
day California visit. Carroll
plans to open a west coast
office of the Kentucky
Department of Commerce,
call on some California-based
industries and host a Ken-
tucky Film Commission news
conference and luncheon, his
office announced Thursday.
Commerce .Commissioner
Terry McBrayer said the Los
Angeles .office, which Carroll
and will open Monday will he 
staffed by Joe Riley of
Hopkinsville, former assistant
director of the 21-county
uthern Kentucky Industrial
Development Association.
"Basically, it will be a
branch of the Department of
Commerce, making daily
calls on various industries out
there,- not only the ones that
presently have facilities in
Kentucky but ones that show
some -interest,"- iWeBrayer
said. -
defense and economic mat-
ters.
His first meeting was with a
delegation from the National
Leag1111- of Families, a group
pressh for an accounting of
men missing in action from
the Vietnam war.
He also planned to confer
with Secretary of State Cyrus
Vance and the U.S.
negotiators in the Panama
Canal treaty - talk-s,
AnallasacLors Ellsworth
Bunker and Sol Linowitz.
Bunker and Linowitz leave for
Panama on Sunday, with the
talks starting a week later.
Carter planned to discuss
New York City's finances with
Mayor Abraham Beani..
He also set up a business
luncheon on the defense
budget with Vance, National
Security Adviser Zbigniew
Brzezinski and budget
director. Bert Lance„ with
Defense Secretary _Harold
Brown joining in later.
Press Secretary Jody
Powell said the President
planned to review major
budget issues during his
weekend stay in Georgia. The
Defense Department„ where
Carter has pledged to make
spending cuts, was one budget
area Carter will be looking
into, Powell said.
-Carter and his family
scheduled their flight to
Georgia aboard a new $117.4
million military jumbo jet that
was bat to serve-4s an aNUT
command post in case of
national emergency such as a
nuclear attack.
Carter will be the first
president ever to fly on the
sophisticated Boeing 747
communications plane, one of
two jumbo jets kept in,
readiness at Andrews AFB in
nearby Maryland. Carter
asked military commanders
to brief him. on the plane's
operations during the 90-
minute flight from Andrews to
Warner Robins near
Macon, Ga.
On Thursday, Carter con-
tinued his tour of government
agencies, telling civil servants
his reorganization plans will
not put them out of work and
exhorting them to aid the
reorganization effort in order
to provide better service for
the public.
Hundreds of workers at the
Treasury and Housing and
Urban Development depar-
tments cheered the President
when he promised that no one
would -be discharged or
demoted and that any tran-
sferred employes would be
retrained for new jobs at
government expense.
The White House alsi
announced that the President
will field questions from the
public on a live radio show
from 2 to 4 p.m. on Saturday,
March 5. The show, called
"Ask President Carter," will




telephone lines will be set up
for the show.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sobscvlbers obit Moe two
received tbeir bento-delivered
copy if The Morley Ledger &
Pews by 5:311 p. S. Meador-
Fridley et by 3:30 p. s. is Suter-
days ere wiled to coil 753-11/11:
bets's. 5: NI p. eleil • p.
Meedoty•Fridey, or 3:30 p.
sod4 p. a. Saturiam .!f• loran
delivery of the nanirspow. Gels
most be pieced by • p. moolt.
/toys sr 4 p. 5. Wordy,' to
gooreeitee delivery.
Ky. Lake Music Barn




Sat. Feb. 12. 8:00 p.m.
For two consecutive years the Big Red Barn has
featured the very finest in country and bluegrass
music for family entertainment
In Appreoiatien
For helping make our show a success - present this
coupon for a reduced rate at our big Feb. 12
Celebration.
L.K. & Julio Porker - Owner, Operators
For Information Call 502-436-8806
Coupon Worth 50' Applied
Toward Purchase Of Ticket Ky.
Lake Music Barn Anniversary Show
Feb.120-13:00p.m.




WE D RATHER SELL THAN COUNT THESE FABRICS COME SAVE "
ODDS & ENDS & SHORT LOTS FROM REGULAR STOCK!!!
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ODDS & ENDS FROM REGULAR STOCK!
POLYESTER KNITS 133
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You must be ( ompletely Satisfied
wrth lirery Purchase or your
Money Oar.'







II 204 W. WASHINGTON Paris, Tn. • •' C- • day
Schedules For Sat, Feb. 12 - Fri., Feb. 18
TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY
ANG1-2_
6:30-Children, Gospel
7:00-- Tom & Jerry
7:30- Jahlterlow.





I :00 - World of Sports
230-Pro Bowlers
4:00- World of Sports
5:00 - Focus
$.30 -Newswinch
600 - Music Hell
7:00- Blensky's loonies
7:30- Fish
. 1:00 -Starsky & Hutch
9:00-Most Wonted ••.
10:00- Newswech




45- News & Morn
W.S11.-3 -
7:00 - Tem & Jerry
7:30- kalariwer •









6:$5 - Fenn Dant
7:00-Windy Woodpecker
7:30 -NA Father
9:00 - Speed Buggy
1:30 -Mentor San
10:00-Specs Ghost
10:30-Rig la, little John
11:00-Lind of the lest
12:30-Fain Report 1130 - Muggsy
1 1:00-Santarem's (rimed 12:00- Hopeloa Cassidy
1: - Style 1:00-Ray Aleers
2:00-Champion 1:30-SEC Basketall
2:30 - Pre bowlers J:30- Natioasi Geographic
4:00 - W•rld of Sports 4:30- Popl Gas the Coontry
5:30-N.., SIC -Porter Wafter
6:00- lawreoce We& 5:30- ashville Music
7:00- Illanthys loonies 6:00-Newt
7:30 -Fish 6:30-Sort's Nashville
1:00 - Stwsky 4 Hutch 7:00 - Emoraency
9:00-Mint Wanted 1:00-Movie
10:00-News 10:00-News
10:15-News 10:30-NK Saturday Night
10:30 -*Sammy & Company 12:00-U. S. Olympic Invite.
WTVF-S
4:30-Sar4s" Semester




9: 30 - Shannaffsi
10:30 -Ash
11:00r- firt Albert
11:30 - Way Out pans
11X-aildrsmal
1:00 - Fun City-5
























10:30-Big Jahn, little John




1:00- lanais & Buster
1:30-Colle9e laskethall





















12:30- Way Owe Games 5:30
1:00- Wog= Tras 6:00
2:30 -Palk Fenn
3:00-Price if Paw & Freedom6:30 











11:30- Theaville en The Reed
12:1111- act Owen
12-30- Geed News




7:00- House of Worship
7:30 - Awning Greco
8:00 - little Mescals
$30- Three Stooges
9:30-lit Halberd
10:30 - Woodmont Baptist
13:30-News Conference
12:00-Issues & Answers
12:30 - lobby Viola




600- 'Drew/Nerdy Boy sy



















I :00- Am. Sportsman I
2:30-Boxing
5:00 - Owtdeors
3:30-World of Sports I
5:30 - Wild Kingdom
6:00- Drewi Hardy Boys









8:30-Day of Di ry
9:00 -Dimensions in Faith
9:30- It Is Written
10:00- Consmanity Worship
10:30-Herald of Truth
11:00 - Ebony Spectral
11:30- Mon the Press
12:00 - College Basketball















9:00 - Good News -
10:00 - Tony & Sean Alum

























10:00 - Cheogisd lives
10:30-Herald of Tref*




















9:00- 1n Sept. Church
10:00-Caters Three
10:30- hoe the Mafia
11:00- Isis is la Ufe















11:30- Pale Fenno on
12:00-News
WNGf -2
6:00 Good Morn. Am.
7.00 -Bozo
800-Pepeye




10:30 - Happy Days
11:00 -News Center 2




1:30-One life to live
2:00- Gen'l Hosp.
2:15-General Hospital
3:00 - Edge of ant
3:30-Brady Back

















4:00 IA - TM MGIA Thee.
4:00 F- Wally, Workshop















11:00 - Ammo That Tone
11:30-The Nemo Thew









6.00 Scene at 6
f5:30-Country Journal5:45-Carl Tiptoe
4: 15- /anal News




10:00 - Deal' Dare .
10:30- Wye Of la
11:00- Young And Restless




1:30 - Gni* light
2:00-Al In The Fear&
2:30- MatchiGome
3:00 - Gaper Pyle



























6:00 - Solarise Seas.





10:30- love of Life
10:55-News















TV GUIDE FOR MONDAY
WNGE-2
6:30-Duly
7:00- Captain & Tama
1:00-Movie
10:00 -Newswutch
10: 30 - Besketall
1:15 - Pit Clint
3:15- News i Merle
I
WSIL-3
















6:30- Tel us Truth
7:00- Charlie Brown's
7:30 - Busting lase
COO-Ma&
8:30-Al's Feir
9:00 - Andros Targets
10:00-News




















TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY
1 WNGE-2
6:30 - Treasure Hunt
7:00- Happy Days
7:30 - Laverne I, Shirley





3:30 -Cocas Pete' 7:00- Black Sheep
6:15-News 11:00 -Pace Worn=
6:30-News 9:00- Place Story
7:00- lieppy Days 10:00-News
7:30- linen"' & Shirley 10:30_1404m shim
6:66-15c6 1441.- P66f Men 12:00- Tomorrow
‘1:00-Fasioly
WTVF-5 I
6:30- Tel The Tnith
Who
8:00 10.01.0



















Ville's 6:30- Name Tat Teets
7:00- Wise's Ma
8:011-M•A*S'll
11: XI - Oa Day et • Time
9:00 -lisak




12:30 - PT1 Club




TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
WNGE-2
6:30- Noilareed Saran
7:00 - Bionic Wens&
SAW - Beretta




1:45 - PSI Club •
3:45 - News & Movie
WS1L-3




















WTVF-S I6:30- Tell Tlis Twit












9:10- Ties of the
Unexpected
1040- No&




7:00- Mane Carlo Cern
8:00-Movies
10:01 - Channel 12 Interts
10:30-Movie
12:30- Ns& '
.. 12:00- Tomorrow ShoeTV GUIDE FOR THURSDAY
WNGE-2


















































230-Mows & Movie an









PROGRAM SCHEDULE CHANNEL 11





























































1: Representatives from Dept. of Speech and Theatre








Page with History in
Shopping Basket
1. Bert Ball, Culture through
2. MSU Political Scientist
3. Coach Dew Drop Rowlett
1. Library Corner, Margaret Tcevathan
2. Rev. Luther May
3. Coach Fred Overton
MIAMI ( AP) — A Texas
oilman who acknowleges
patting stewardess' backsides
is facing criminal charges
because of it.
Audrey Bumgard, 45, of
Galveston, Tex., a drilling
superstisor on The North Sea-
project off the coast of
Scotland, is free on $1,000 bond
awaiting federal 'grind jury
action.
National Airlines stewar-
dess Patti DeWoody told U.S.
Magistrate Cl_atlent
Sorrentino on Tuesday that
one of four pats she received
during a Jan. 20 London-to-
Miami flight was so strong she-
almost fell"! told him each
time, 'Cut that out,' and he
mimicked me," she said.
Another stewardess, Jane
Otto, testified that Bumgard
slapped her backside twice.
She said that after the third
slap she told the pilot and he
warned Bumgard to stop. But
she felt another whack on her
bottom a few minutes later
and turned to confront
Bumgard again.
Defense attorney Donald
Ferguson asked if Bumgard
had been drunk. Miss Otto
said she thought "he had a
few" before boarding and said
when she served him she
"poured out only a little of
each drink."
"I had a feeling he might be
aproblem," sbetestified.
FBI agent Gary Dunn said
he questioned Bumgard at the
Miami airport after the
women complained. "He told
me he had patted one of the
stewardesses 'maybe twice'
and that maybe he patted her
harder than intended," Dunn
said.
Magistrate Sorrentino
ordered the case held over for
a grand jury.
Bumgard is charged under
the federal air piracy law,
which makes it a felony for
any air passenger to in-
timidate or assault a crew
member "so as to interfere
with" his or her duties. It's a
felony punishable-by 20 years
in prison and a $10,000 fine.
TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY
WNGE-2 WSIL-3 WSM-4 WTVF-5 WPSD\
•.:1•
KFVS-12
6:00-Cactus Pete 7:00 -Seaford & Son 6: - Toll Tie Teeth 6:30 Casten 6:00 - News-Candid
7:00-Serfard & Sea
6:30 -Nashville an the load 6:1S- News 7:30-Chia 4 the Man 7:00- Cede 6:30 - Dolly
7:00-Dena & Marie 4:30-Mews 1:00 - Rockford Files 5:00-Ten Who Dora 7:30-Chico & AMP MIMI 7:00-Cede R



















111: 30 - Male
12:00-Peter Marsha 11:37- Mori" 12:30- news 12:40- Midnight Spbael 12:30 - News
1:30- In Club 1:00- News 1:00- %sponse Thane
3:30 - News & Movie 1
'Brothers' To Be
Released By Warner
Earth, Wind & Fire
The latest Earth, Wind &
Fire album is great but not as
great as their previous album
"Gratitude." However,
that is like comparing .4
Volkswagen with a Rolls
Royce. The unique thing about
their new album, "Spirit," is
that diking the first week of
its release it sold over
1,250,000 copies, and is still
hanging. in a very top position
m the chaffs.
The falsetto voice of lead
singer Philip Bailey is
beautiful on  such cuts as 
"Spirit" and "Getaway."
However, On "Imagination,"
the falsetto begins great but
turns into screaming at the
end.
I was very pleased with the
two hit singles from the
album, "Getaway" .and
"Saturday Nite." They have
great horns, vocals and a
disco beat.
There is a great in-
strumental cut entitled
"Biyox." It has fantastic
mood, superb saxaphone and
cool guitars. It shows that
EWF has got a sound that
combines jazz and brass into a
New Company
LOS ANGELES (API —
Alex Haley, author of
"Roots,- has formed a
production' company to make
movie and television
programs. The name,
naturally enough, is Kinte
Corp., stemming from the
name of his slave ancestor.
The first production by
Kinte Corp. will be a double
phonogcaph album of Haley
recounting how he did his
research for "Roots."
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Warner Bros. has announced
it will release "Brothers," a
prison drama starring Bernie
Casey,• Vonetta McGee and
Ron O'Neal.
Described as being in the
Warners tradition of "I Am a
Fugitive from a Chain Gang"
and "Cool Hand Luke,"
"Brothers" describes how a
modern jail inmate grows "to
heroic stature" against all
odds.
Arthur Barron, ,a former ,
Columbia University teacher.,
directed "Brothers" on
location at North Dakota State
Change
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Another change in the movie
companies executive suites:




Only recently Melnick had
gone to Columbia as an in-
dependent producer after
being production head at
MGM. He had formerly been a





LOS ANGELES ( AP) —
Henry Mancini will conduct
the music for -Oscar's Best
Movies," an ABC television
special to appear Sunday,
Feb. 13. -
Julie Andrews, Walter
Matthau, Gregory Peck and
Katharine Ross-Will emcee the
special, which will include
scenes from the 48 winners of
Best Picture Oscars, from
"Wings" to "One Flew Over
disco type sound.
MeCoo and Davis
What does Les Paul and
Mary Ford, Sonny, arid Cher,
The Captain and Tennille and
IViarilyp, McCoo _and Billy
Davis, Jr. have in common?
The answer is that all four are
the only husband and wife
teams that have had number
onephitrin musicsglesohiloryecharts
popular 
The smash number one
single for. the- former mem-
bers of the Fifth Dimension is
"You Don't Have To Be A
Star."
The things that are so great
about the album are that the




everyone on them is worth
listening to over and over
again. The album is well
produced and orchestration is
of superb quality not to
mentiOn the vocals-of McCao-
and Davis. _
Some of the other great cuts
are "Never Gonna Let You
Go," "I Still Will Be With.-
You" and "Your Love."
Upcoming Releases
Be on the lookout for
Fleetwood Mac's Rumours'
to be released this month.
Also, Peter Frampton will
have a new album coming apt
sometime this spring. It looks




LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Nancy Walker, ex-mother of
CBS' "Rhoda," ex-
housekeeper for NBC's
"McMillan," had no joy her
first time out on ABC last fall
when she played a talent agent
in her own comedy series.
"The Nancy Walker Show"
was a ratings dud. So ABC
brass axed it, repaired to the
executive suite and mulled
over what might be a suitable
new caper for this fine comedy
actress they'd put under
contract.
Saturday night, the results
of their mullik go on display.
It is "Blansky' -Beauties."
Miss Walker plays Nancy
Blansky, creator of big shows
for a penny-pinching. Las
Vegas hotel, the Oasis. She
also serves as mother con-
fessor to the showgirls
laboring there.
It's from the folks who gave
us "Happy Days" and
"Laverne and Shirley." It
originally started, ABC says,
as a sitcom idea — later
rejected — starring- Pinky
Tuscadero in a Las Vegas
setting.
Pinky ( Roz Kelly) is the
gum-chewing lady who talks
like a No-Cal Mae West, drives
a pink motorcycle and used to
date The Fonz.
She is a guest star in
Saturday's premiere, no doubt
as a good-luck charm. The last
bine she helped a show begin
— this season's-Tirst "Happy
Days" — it wound up No. tin
the hearts and minds of
Nielsen families.
From what I could make of
"Blansky" at an advance
screening, it concerns the
possible loss of everyone's job
if Nancy Blansky doesn't
create an extravaganza that'll
pack the cash customers in.
Pinky, you know, will save
the day. She revs up her pink
motorbike, leaps in the
manner of Ever What-
shisname over 20 showgirls,
and evokes huzzahs from the
multitudes at the Oasis.
This occurs near the end':
Before it, Miss Walker gets to
say a few wry words and cope
as best she can amid a large
cast of regulars, one of them a
Great Dane named Blackjack.
In the classic tradition of
stereotype, all the chorus _
cuties are dim. They'd even
fail a course in remedial
density.
As a general rule, the worse
the television show, the
greater the number of
production poobears involved
in it.
"Blansky" was created by
Garry Marshall, Bob Brunner
and Arthur Silver. Its creative
consultants are Messrs.
Brunner and Silver. Its
executive story editor is
Marty Nadler, its story editor
Warren S. Murray.
Its executive producers are
Garry K. Marshall, Edward
K. Milkis and Thomas L.
Miller. Its producers are
Bruce Johnson, Tony Mar-
shall and Nick Adbo.
As the trombone player said
when he missed his bus, I rest
my case.-
*****
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Complaints Received On
Lighting Products Sales
FRANKFCth f — Attorney
General Robert F. Stephens
today warned Kentucky
business. people that the
Consumer Protection Diiii-gion
has received a numr of
complaints about an out-of-
state lighting products
company that is shipping
merchandise not properly
ordered and attempting to
charge several times the
normal retail price.
This company begins its
routine by making telephone
contact with the local business
and. asking permission to send
a'"f-e' w  t fluiclubrtsre' arsce: 
light-
bulbs.made
in  In some instances,
rept senet 
about free gifts, or previous
orders which, in fact, :were
never made. Assurances are
also made that orders will be
confirmed prior to shipment,
but these confirmations often
are not made With a respon-
sible purchasing authority.
Several days *later, the
business receives a shipment
of about four dozen bulbs
which are invoiced for around
$250: When the focal merchant
attempts to return the bulbs,
the company refuses to accept
delivery and demands
payment for the order.
Stephens also said that







• prior approval of the order has
been *given by local
businesses, the invoices do not
contain the signatures of local
store owners, business
managers, or pureliading
agents. There has else bees.a
failure to disclose the precise
Ope of product, number of
units, price per unit, total cost.
or date of delivery.
Stephens suggested that all
Kentucky% business people
should be aware of these
activities and should warn
employes to be cautious about
some phone solicitations.
Emplpyes should be in-
structed to bring them to the
attention of She management--
The Attorney General's 
Divisionof Consumer
Protection asks • anyone
having knowledge of this
problem to write the Attorney




maternal and infant care are
being • taught to recojnize
high-rick situations- through
special courses sponsored by
The National Foundation-
March of Dimes. Thousands of
nurses across the country
have started the introductory
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The Commonwealth Of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit
Court Mildred Dodd, Administratrix of The Estate
Of Ronald Dale Dodd, Plaintiff, Deceased Versus
Nora Dodd, ET AL Defendant.
Notice Of Sale
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the February 10
Term thereof 1977, in the above cause, for the
Division Of Property and its cost therein I -tall
proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door in
the City of Murray Kentucky, to the highest bidder,
at public auction on the 28th day of February 1977,
at 1:00 O'clock P.M., or thereabout, upon a credit of.
six months, the follow, ing described property, to-
wit: Beginning at the northwest corner of B. C.
Dodd' pen4 inn (If the% l2nclAtich,46,314,poies west,„et
the northeast corner of the Northeast Quarter of
Section 18 and is about 110 poles east of the nor-
thwest corner of the Northeast Quarter of Section 13
at a fence; thence west to the northwest corner of
said Northeast Quarter of Section 13, 110 poles more
or less; thence south with the west line of said Quar-
ter to the southwest corner of said Quarter; thence
east with the Quarter Section line 110 pales, more or
less, to the West line of said B. C. Dodd's portion;
thence north with the fence 160 poles to the point of
beginning, containing 110 acres, more or less.
A. Dodd derived title to-the above described
tract of land by DM! from B. E. Dodd and B. C.
Dodd dated the 16th day of November, 1918, which is
of record in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court in Deed Book 40, Page 432.
ALSO: Ten acres to be taken out of the southeast
corner of the following described land, viz: The
west one-half of the following described land, viz;
Beinga part of the Northwest Quarter of Section 24,
Township I, Range 4 East and being all that part
remaining -on the north side of said Quarter, sup-
posed to contain 80 acres, more or  Jess, , after
deecMiiiffSil acres—On-the south side to Hester Alton
and also 30 acres more to W. W. Linn, the land just
described being 10 acres.
ALSO: The east half of the north half of the Nor-
ithwest Quarter of Section 24, Township 1,, Range 4
East, containing 40 acres, more or less. _
A. L. Dodd derived title to the above described
tract of land by Deed from W.'F. Spiceland, et us,
dated the 18th day of May, 1929, which is of record in
the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
in Deed Book 54, Page 506.
?rthbtthcthe-pturbiser Mast
execute bond, with approved securities, bearing
legal interest from, the day of sale, until paid, and
having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders
will be ptepared to comply promptly with these ter-
ms.
• Frank H. Ryan
Master Commigioner Calloway Circuit Court
I TeYNt( THERE'S A LITTLE












Poison Control . . 753-7588
SeSIDI Cititens . 753.0919
Needlioe 753-NEED













on and tlfe HOsinets
Office may be
reached on 7 5 3-















s. Priced 850-00 and
Call 1 5 3-1 11 3
BELTONE HEARING
All) Sales. Free service
on all-makes. Open 9-1
daily. Monday-Friday-
- Belton of Benton, 1200
Poplar St., Benton, Ky.
Phone 527-8463.
- Odds & Ends.
- Baby inings-, --
Clothes &Misc.




DO YOU believe the Holy
Blfh7od's inspired
word? WoUld you like to
learn more about God's
plan for you? Call 753-
0964. It is not a recor-




. Holman Jones, 217 $0411
13th, Phone 753-3128.
FOR FREE OIL and
adjust on any searing
machine. Call
Lakewood, 1-354-8619.





Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Monday-
Thursday 7:30-11:30;
Friday & Saturday 7: 30-
3 : 30. Appointment at









bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any, size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
1.-14-$2:441.-Fast service. 
A?tcraft, 118 South 12th,
. 753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
HAVE VACANT private
room for elderly woman -
in state approved family
catelicunfrCalt753413112:-






Sinking Spring Baptist Churdi
If you do call Bill Crick at
753.6647..
'FREE! FREE! Drawing
for' new $20.00 bill at
Country Music Show




Crossword Puzzler to hu•Sday S
ACROSS . 3 Introduces riliti;,
1 Greek tette• trom 
se/dhtio,








1 7 Ra.se tne
19 atoryitecif I I Reverence
. and
20 Ireland
21 Woman s • 2' 60 [0%9 :sa: 1
273 Ne4loaarneme"" 
. ' 8 C overs ,
* 2 21 Paereaassf" a Ngn e; rnaW l:







28 ingredtents 451 EPernrritetcr' s
33 Recedes 46 Tile of -31 Worni
341Container 34 Army 
ottcer espect.
.35 Spanish arti 38 
Erase tnnnt 47 Suff tg 1,14e
- 
,06 36 Soc.ety g.ds
• • tc °lion I .





























53 F aroe IS
lands nvh.ri
*.r1.0
i 7 3 7.....
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working sales help with
personality plus. Must
be able to work mor-
nings or evenings. Send
restune to P. O. Box 325,
Murray.
TEXAS OIL Company




Write L. C. Dick, Pres.,
Southwestern





person to translate, type
and collate doCurnents
from English to French.













past 3 years and
are now working





how you can make







SALESMAN. Must be 21
years or older. Ex-
perience preferred, but
: not necessary. Must live'
in or near Murray: Good
pay plus benefits.






pef'sorr to sell- Jim
Walter 'Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your oppottunity to
- make- pod money as a
sales person. If in-
terested call Gene Allen.
502-442-7368, Paducah,








Box 733 - Mayfield We
ate an Eq4ialev Op-
portunity Employer.
Man or wont:ul 10 (Mei
males management develop.
merit program Successful ap-
eapin't imulangs 414
suisnow 111.000 the first year
and 820.00) to =AO the
secoact_year Applicants must
be. willing to work 50 hours per
week, provide best of ref eren-
ces, Wine college preferrrd
Teaching, sales or experience
working with people helpful
Position offers salary, com-
mission and bonuses, profit
sharing, liberal insurance
lisegeeanca t atrantret
our expense An 'quail- op-
portunity employer For per-
sonal microbe* call Mr. B01.141
A Clifton, 1-496-7911 between 8
9 a .m
I.






32U, Murray, Ky. Giving
personal data.
NEED EXPERIENCED





—Free sales kit. No in-
vestment. Write Gregg




for local person Ln
area to represent a
nationally known oil
company. This is a per-
manent, full time sales




of farm and indliSrial
machinery helpful.




ville, Ky., Fri. Feb. 18 af















- Salvage Junked and
wrecied cars needed.




SIX OAK chairs, antique
('al/ 753-4716
REMovE CARPET
_ _ pat-146 and spOts; fluff
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Central Shopping
Center
15 Articles For Sale
BATH TILIL 
CLOSURE kits. Mar-
bleized and solid colors
can be installed by
amate-ur. Murray
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
MAHOGANY DUNCAN
Phyfe drop leaf dining
table and 6 chairs. Call
435-4386.
FOR SALE. Dishwasher,




S41 F CH AINSAW
chains, 38" or 409 pitch.
Enough for 12" bar,












compartment sink, 4 bar
stools, formica covered





FOR SALE: One dorm
size refrigerator. In
excellent condition. 675.




with flu pipe, reducer,
damper and date. COO.
Call 753-6848.
HALF PRICE - complete
deep well pump system,
$150. Complete water
clarifier system, $200.




tables with all equip-
ment delivered and set
up, $650. Six models on
display. Many other'
available. Quick




sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.










rocker and foot stool
with pad set in Cushion.
Maple end tables and










- planter. Used 2 years.
• Perfect condition. Call
after 5 p. m. 753-4503.
NEED GRAIN BINS, a
grain dryer, a new steel
building, grain cleaner








'sofa. Makes -a bed. - 190 135 FERGHSON -
Excellent condition. Call tractor. Call 489-2463








500 Maple Street. Free
hose attachment with
the purchase of every
upright. Rebuilt
vacuums starting at
$45.00. We rebuild your




Machine, zig zag and all
regular attachments.
Fully guaranteed. Fully
cash price $39.50. Call
Martha Hopper 1-354-
8619. .
FOR SALE - zig zag
sewing machine. Full






345-2633 for Farm Fan




lift type, perfect con-
dition. Ca114.36-5870.
1951 RED BELLY FORD
_tractor, plow, disc and
cultivator. Good con-
dition. $1500: Call 753-
9340.





MASTER or Super M
Farman, and 10 foot
wheel disc. Call after











FOR ALL YOUR fencing





12, 20 gauge pump.





bow. Like new. Set up
for hunting, 5 arrows.
$150. Call 492-8558 after
5.
15' RUNABOUT BOAT, 55
horse power Evinrude
motor, and 15' _ cam-
per-sleeps four. To be
sold together-$1650 or
best offer. Contact




organs. Rent_ to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across




rhythms. One year old.






party to take over
Spinet Piano. Easy





















1975 Cadillac Eldorado Coupe, 22,000 miles, new car
trade in.
19.75 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, 12,000 miles, new car
trade in.
1976 Pontiac Aster, a little gas saver.
1973 V. W., extra nice, new car trade.
1967 Ford Mustang Fastback, extra nice.
HIGHEST TRADE-INS ON USED CARS
1977 Pontiac Leman: Demonstrator
1977 Pontiac Grand Prix, Demonstrator
JL PURDOM
Olde • Pontiac - Grabs
-SetiolleiCassainim Are ow
Awn Csoce.ve













CASH, whenyou use Joe
Bailey and Linda Dill's
Flea Market to sell
items for you ... tables
are now being rented. If
you have old, precious,
antiques, relics, etc.
items, call 615-232-6566.
The FLEA MARKET is
located 3 miles west of
Dover, Tenn. on high-
way 79 across from
Uncle Joe's Discount
Store. Hundreds of
items now turning into
thousands. The IN-
DOOR Flea Market
open six days a week
and Sunday afternoons.
PORTRAIT PAINTINGS
from recent or old
photographs. Color or
black and white. Prices




made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
















buy, sell or horsetrade,




wanted to take up small
monthly payment on
like new 25" Magnavox
T.V. Inquire at J and B
Music, Chestnut St.,
Murray, Ky.
TV SALE. Drive to cuba
and save. We have the





1974 12 x 65 mobile home.
Three bedroom. 1 and 2/4
bath. On 90 x 180 lot. Call
753-6346.
10 x 502 BEDROOM,
living room, kite-hen and
bath. Gas stove, fuel oil
heat. Partially car-
peted. Call 474-8643.
' 12x 65 2 BEDROOM fully
carpeted, central air. 15




$20. Bassinet, $10. Infant
seat, $3. Playtex nurser
bottles, $5. Baby clothes,
$10. Call 75-6345.
PROGRAM SUB-
SUDIZES cost for house
siding; if needed for




12x 70 1974 NEW MOON.
Two bedrooms, 1 and 3,4
baths, all electric. Cal
753-4548 after 5 p. m.




Washer & Dryer con-
nections in use now. One
large 12' by 12' storage
building insulated and
lined, one 5' by 8' steel
storage shed. Alion four
nice lots 100' by 220'.
Just 3 minutes away
fiohi lake. Excellent
well and septic sistem.
Under $9,000.09. obill 756"
5352 6:00 a. m. to 6:00 p.
m.
21 Mob Home Sales
12 x 64 FULLY FUR-
NISHED and carpeted...,
Central heat and air.
Extras. Like new. Call
753-1590, after 5:00 498-
1612. •-
12 x SO MASTERCRAFT,
Central air and heat.




home. 12 x 60, front
kitchen, natural gas
heat. Call 753-7639 after
- 5:30.
/9 Moolie Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM trailer.
Private lot In Murray.
Call 753-4661.
-MOBILE HOME, 2
bedroom, all electric. In





nished. One or 2 adult's.
$70 month. Phone 733-
5405 after 5 p. m.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
31 Apartments For Rent
TWO BEDROOM fur-
nished brick. $150 a
month. Near campus.
Call 753-7698 between 5-7
D. m. M-F.
FURNISHED APART-
















Available March 1. For 2




2 people. Call 753-7575.
33 Rooms For Rent
ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 438-
2510.
•
FOR RENT - one 2
bedroom house and one
3 bedroom house. $250
and $275, Call Tucker
Realtors 753-4342, 9 11. In-
to 4 p. m.
FIVE ROOM house for 2




house and 1 bedroom




29 60 on 305 N. 4th. Coll
753-5881
36 Ff_u Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT STORAGE
building. 30 x 50. Call
753-5500 or 753-6200.
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
3; Lstocs Supplies
GILTS AND 2 sows with
pigs for sale. Call 435-
4503.
REGISTERED DUROC
Boar, 550 lbs. Four sow's







male, one female. Call
753-0957.
AKC REGISTERED
black and tan German
Shepherd puppies. Male





old. Males $125, females,
$110. Call 753-6412 or 753-
0957 after 4 p. m.
AKC MINIATURE









Two year old Pointer.










ted North or WetL
WANTED: 3 bedrooms
in county (prefer Lynn
Grove or Kirksey)-mid
20's.
WANTED: 2 or 3
bedroom with or •








with Boor plan COTI-
ducive to entertaining
located on wooded lot.
Priced in 60's.
WANTED 3 bedroom
brick with large utility or
storage area-Under 30.
Want to sell? We have
buyers. We have had
requests for the above
properties. If you have a
home or acreage that we
























party. Old Post Office
Kirksey, Ky.
10th and 11th of
February.
43 Real Estate




living, kitchen. Ideal for
family or students
located near Univer-





range stay. ...zoned B3..





with a two bedroom
brick home on Ky 893
about one mile south of
Lynn Grove. About eight
acres of tendable land
and two acres of woods.
Could be used for




Realtor, 505- Main St..
Murray, 753-7531 or call
Pam Rodgers 753-7116.
HAMLIN, KY. a house
and one acre of land on
Ky 444 and McFarlane
Road. Good well and
septic system. Many.
large trees for a nice
shady homesite. Call
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
753-0101 or Pam
Rodgers, 753-7116. ,
FOR SALE - 80 acres,





HOME just listed in
Cinterbury --Estates.
Home is less•than one
year old, and is out-
standing in both quality
and design. Large
family room-recreation
room with area for pool






Large 2 car attached







low 50's. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222 for more in-
formation.
MINI FARM, 31/2 miles
from court square.
Approximately 4 acres
with stock barn and
fencing. House offers 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, den
with fireplace.
Possession late spring.
Priced in mid 20's. For
an _appointment call
Purdom and Thurman




809 BROAD STREET -
jitst listed this Unique 3







scaped lot with fenced
backyard. Near Bel Aire
Shopping. $31,500. Call
753-8080 or come by 105
N. 12th, BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE.
Appointment Only
3 hareem Brick, electric
baseboard heat, we win.




3.3 acres 5 miles east of
Mievey. Nes a 2 bedroom
ir..isare, carport, geed heese
in firm lovelies.
4 Acres
2 miles of Marnry. Was
Week hem. Geed wen, elm
Inc service, ifeeded, good
beilding till, ly
S10,000.00.


























New range and ice
maker in restaurant.
Upstairs apartment
renting for $135 per
month. Large lot with
room for trailer
parking, or store ex-
pansion. Also good gas
business. All stock and
fixtures included. Price
in very low 30's. Don't
miss this opportunity to





bedroom home on extra
large lot. Central





-Realtor, .305 Main St.,
753-0101,•M'urray or call
Linda Drake at 753-0492.
REALTORS
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7531861
FOR SALE OR LEASE
by owner. 1200 to 1400 sq.
ft. of spa ee on well
traveled street in
Murray. Available on
short or long term basis.
Suitable for professidnal






homes up to the 20's.
Come by Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate, across from the
post office or call 753-
3263.
4.; •
TWO ACRES  OF land
east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 75344111.
44 Lot'. For 'Si'"
FOR SALE BY OWNER.
Only 31/2 nines from
court square. Three
acre lots for sale for
residential develop-
ment. Lots located east
of Murray on Squire
Workman Rd. Water is
provided. Call David
King, 753-8355.
45. Farms For Sale
19-ACRE farm located on
US 641 just three miles
north of Murray. Two
bedroom, house. Good
access road frontage.
This close in farm can
.9' be yours now. John C.
'Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., Murray, 753-
0101 or 753-7531.
EXOTIC - You have
probably admired this
home as you passed by.
On a lovely lot, corner of
16th and Glendale Rd. is
this most attractive 3
bedroom brick with 2
baths, central heat and
air, Pella windows, fully
carpeted, all built-ins.
and beautiful fireplace.
We will be happy to
show you this truly
different home. You willt
be delighted too. Call us








BY OWNER - 2 bedroom
brick home, fireplace,
- garage, patio, shady lot








Price. 3 Bedroom Brick,
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. living space. Phone
753-7857.
OWNER MOVING out of
state. Three bedroom
home, good location.






Call 474-2337 or 753-3499.
BY OWNER. Nice 3
bedroom home, den,
utility room. Just two
miles south of Bel Aire




BY OWNER - 405 Soutif Ith
Street. Brick, Pe baths. Up-
stairs -3 bedrooms* storage
roan. wall to wall carpet.
Two bedrooms doemstairs,
large living room, den, kit-
:,en and dining room.
Glassed front porch with
heat. Double glass enclosed
back porch. 2 fireplaces, one
gas log. Large full basement




nith extra roorn In boa,
completely insulated.
Double paved driveway, one
brick outbuilding, fruit







Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
Plumbing Economics
Installing an additional
bathroom or even a sink can
be an expensive proposition
if there are not existing
pipes, drains and vents in
the location\ you have selec-
ted. Why?
Putting in long new runs of
pipe, knocking out and later
patching holes in walk and
ceilings, involves con-
siderable work. You can
make Me easier - and less
costly - if you locate new
outlets so the fixtures can be
tied into existing supply
pipes, drains and vents.
The ideal way to do this is
to place a new bathroom or
sink back-10-back with an
existing bathroom. This way,
both sets of fixtures can be
connected to the same
pipes by short spurs. The
next best solution is to place
the new bathroom beside




family is outgrowing its
present home. N might be
wiser to consider buying a
Lifter home and save your-
self the money and in-
convenience,..
Consulting with peopee
about their real estate needs
is our specialty. Drop by Pur-
dom & Thurman on the
court square or call Pat
Mobley 753-4411 or 753-









































































46 Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM, 2
bath brick on.I. acre 
Good location. Low 30's.
Call 753-9318.
BIG HOUSE for family,







Only 1500 miles. Call
after 4 p. m. 753-3143.
1975 ELECTRIC mini-
bike. Ride all Oy for
pennies. Charge
overnight. Ideal for
commuting to town or to




Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
2226.
49 Used Cars 1. Trucks
966 CHEVROLET, L.-2 ton
pickup, fair condition.
Six cylinder, motor
sound. $250. Call 753-0672
after 6 p. m.
FOR SALE 1970 Buick
Electra 225 has all
power and air, cruise
control. Extra clean car.
$1575. Also have 1958
Edsel Pacer with rebuilt
engine and refinished
body, $600. If interested
call 753-6564.
1977 CAMARO, AM
stereo. Six cylinder. One
month old. Call 767-2550.
1957 FORD PICKUP with
camper, $295. 1968 Ford
LTD, $350. Call 489-2595.
1970 MAVERICK, ,$975.
1968 Oldsmobile 98, $250.
1963- Ford, 6 cylinder,
$250. Call 436-5855.
1970 PONTIAC Catalina,
air, power, great con-




AM-FM tape, $1125.00 or
81050100 without tape
Call 753-8668.
1975 OLDS 442. Silver with
black stripes. Loaded
with extras._ Local, one
owner. Call 753-3465. 7
1971 GT 37 Pontiac. Good
shape. Call-. 489-2188
after 5.
tote110444a3eTHE WANT ADS r
49 Used Cars 8, itullis
1947.,t411, 3aL4400LPA A, full power
$400. Call 437-4570.
1969 CHEVROLET Im-
pala, 4 door, vinyl top,
air, power and new
"tires. Body in ,good
shae, good
mechanically. $575 firm.
Call 753-3164 or 489-2774._
1974 VEGA GT. New
tires, FM stereo tape,
good condition. $1050.
Call 492-8558 after 5.
1973 OLDSMOBILE 98.
All extras. Very_ clean.
Call 753-0442, after 5.
1971 CHEVELLE -Si, 350
stock, bronze with black
stripes. Call 4924658.
1970 CADILLAC SEDAN
DeVille. All power and
air with AM-FM radio.
Car has been well
- serviced and taken care





stereo and tape, $4,450.
Call 753-4445.
1961 CHEVY 2 ton truck.
Grain bed, good tires,
good bed, good shape.
Two QA 50 mini bikes.
Call after 6, 753-9787.
1974 MARK IV. Red with





tires. $2,650. Call 753-
4445.





49. Used Cars & Trucks
1976 GMC TRUCK, 14 ton,
-Heavy-Duty-springs-end-
tires. Reason for selling
is illness. Good con-
dition. Call 753-4716.




88, 4 door hardtop,
white-black interior,
new radial tires. Extra




condition. $475. Call 753-








interior. $600.• Call 753-
7304.
1966 CHEVY 3L ton
camper special, 327
automatic with power
steering. Has an m-
sulated overcab topper.







PRICED TO SELL. 1971
Gremlin X. Real parr).




shocks, good shape, real




1967 V.- -W-. - -dn--gcxxt-conclition:- $2,000. -
a n cis' transmission Call 437-4511.
completely overhauled.
New interior, great
transportation. 28 m. p.
g. highway, 25 mpg city.





with Key Stone wheels
and 340 engine. Good
condition. Call 753-5702
after 5.




















The parking lot is now clear, so-come on out and
bring your dear. _
Thurs., Fri., 8 Sat.
5 p.m. to 10 p.m.
489-2740
L *PRESCRIPTIONS*HOSPITAL •SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SALE







.$425.00 up, floored, reedy to use. Also prove, you Wild, es
low es $300.00. I z 1 et te 24 rIA stenderd, be will 'wee
fey she needed. ley the Isee fe loss. •
CUSTOM WILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 75.144S4upmmunimph.
1972 EL DORADO, brOwn















been used. Brice $2,400.
Call 753-7765.
1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 11







vinyl roof, one owner.
$2,000. Call 753-6534.
1971 DODGE VAN, 6
cylinder, automatic, 3-4




they last, Mach I - $367,
Mach 114403, Mach III,
$426. This price includes
taxes and installation.
Open 6 days a week and
• Sunday afternoon.
Murphy's Camper





















TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203. -1
TILE - TILE - 'TILE.
' Complete patio and
porches, brick and tile,
showers, entrance
kitchens. Call J. R
Hamilton, 753-8500.
DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Call Clifford
Garrison 753-5429 after 4
p. m.
EXPERT BUILDING
and remodeling - one
cabinet to complete
















exterior, by the hour or
job. Free estimate.
Phone 753-8343.











ficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.
Contact K and S Stump
Removal, 435-4343 or.
751-9490.
WILL DO TYPING at
-- home. Call 753-7567.
DRIVEWAYS WHITE




- and custom combining.
Call 753-8090.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310. for

















Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free est- *CPR
WILL DO inside or out'-









struction Co, Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah. --Ky.
42001. Phone clz* or
night 442-7026.
COMING THIS SPRING.
R. W. 's Mobile Home
Wash and Wag Service.
Call 75'3-9618.




by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air
condition, appliances:
water pumps. water









Care. Steam clean one
room at 8 cents. per sq.
and we will clean the
hallway free, limit 4 x
10 Is 10'. x 10' room_
would only be $8 00 Call
Mike Hutchens, 753-0359.
WOULD TAKE TO do
babysitting ;r1 my borne
day or night. Call. 753-
5947.
dLASS REPAIR and
replacement for homes --
autos - stores M and G
Complete Glass,






Call Ralph Worley, 753-
0708.
FOR VOL ft SEPTIC
TANK an : backhoe
work need- all John




Spaniel and part bird
dog, Black ong hair,
loves children, needs




Collie dog One is male,
full bldoded. '. year old.
The other Is female,
almost full flooded, 4
months old . They look
just like L.fc -de Call 753-
6979.
FREE - SIX week old .
mixed bret-; puppy. Has
.been wor:,,ed). Needs
lots of los', ,,rid kinchIess
as she ha- had a hard
way to :n her few




Eight free tJ good horri
Call 753-0661
, -
FREE - [HERE are
many lova f,lt- puppies at'
the pound They are all
shapes and sizes. Call
753-1461 if you would like
to take one home.
FREE 11.41 E GROWN
part Collir r;uppy. Was
abando• ci and
desperate. needs .a
good lion' Call 753-
' ...,•^12
•\1111211.
Shout Them from the Classifieds!
Searching for the clever way to say "I Love You?"
Our Happy Valentine Ads will be published on
February 14, and offer you a truly unusual way to
proclaim your love and best wishes. We have a size
to fit every lovers budget and our friendly Advi-
sors will be happy to help you write your message.
To Mom and Dad. . .
We couldn I hcrre picked
nicer poi, of por•nts in the
wOr kV Hare o Happy Vol
.ent,ne;s Day'







Smi/h - thanks for
ti.,w to teem--




To My Wife, Ann. . .
After 15 wonderful year,
of marriage.. I'm still hood -






TO lone - I want yOu for
my Votientinw, and I won -t





The Murray Ledger & Times
Grandparents. Parents, Lovers.
„Send a personalized Valentine Card to
)our Loved Ones This Year
11 ith -1 liedA.fer & Times Valentine
SOME EXAMPLES
Door Jimmy P.?., I ows
you mons Ihon words can
•,,P,•11 I hod• wu
ways b., town., to that.
the good and Mis bod Lov•
always Sue PS
Wornsu lov•s you too'
WANZA Noppy-Yolon
finis $ Oay to rho swoon's'
and molt Poring writ and
mOthrt, W. 10.• you lorry
and c etod









P. 0_ Box 32
Murray, Ky. 4211:l









Copy must be submitted to this office by
February 11, 1977. All ads will run on
February 14, 1977 unless you specify
otherwise. Photo can be picked up at
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I Deaths and Funerals I
Rites Being Held -
" Today At Chapel
For Mr. Clapp
Rex Clapp 74-year-old
resident of 931 Wester Water
Street, Mayfield, died at 11 p.
in. Wednesday at his home. He
was a retired maintenanck.
worker.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Irene Clapp, two step-sons,
Robert Richards and Jimmy
Richards, both of Mayfield,
two daughters, Mrs. Jerry
Mayes, Farmington, and Mrs.
Joe 0. Brown, Owensboro, and
three step-daughters, Mrs.
Jack Taylor, Symsonia, Mrs.
Jign Ritenour, Hobart, Ind.,
and Mrs. Shirley Adams,
Louisville. -
He also leaves two brothers,
J. T. Clapp 'and Jody Clapp,
Pryorsburg, three sisters,
Mrs. Hansel Ballew and Mrs.
Clarence Nunley, of Pryor-
sburg, and Mrs. Les Chism,
Anaheim, Calif., three
-grandchildren, and ten- step-
grandchildren.
The funetal will be held at
3:30 p. m. today at the Bryn
Funeral Chapel, Mayfield,
with the Rev. James Moreland
and the Rev. Gary 'F'riuell
officiating. Burial will be in
the Rozzell Chapel Cemetery.
'Curtis W. Mathis'
Funeral Saturday
Curtis W. Mathis, .71, of
Route 2, Puryear, Tenn., died
at 9 p. m. Wednesday in Henry
County General Hospital,
Paris, Tenn. He was a farmer
of the Hico community..
The funeral is planned
Saturday at two p. m. at
\McEvoy Funeral Home,
Paris, Tem.,' with burial in
Walker Cemetery.
Born in Weikley County on
April 22, 1905, Mr. Mathis was
the son of the late Tonuny and
Leona Mathis Mathis. In 1928,
he married the former Nettie
pennett. who survives. He was
a member of Ralston Baptist
Church.
Besides his wife, he leaves
two sisters, Mrs. Alice Person
of Chicago, Ill., and Miss
Rubena Mathis of Martin,
Tenn., and a brother, Dumas
Mathis of Martin, Tenn.
A son, Lynn Bennett Mathis,





Stevens, of Farmington Route
One, died at 11:15 a. m.
Wednesday at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield.
A retired farmer, he was 82
years of age, and a veteran of
World War I, having served in
the U. S. Army.
Mr. Stevens is Survived by
his wife, Mrs. Emma Stevens,
and daughter, Mrs. Fred D.
Barton, Mayfield Route
Seven.
The funeral is being held at
two p. m. today at the Byrn
Funeral Chapel, Mayfield,
with the Rev. Harry Yates in
charle. Interment will be in
the Farmington Cemetery.
Serving as pallbearers are
James B. McNeely, Robert
Mangrum, Scott Paul Rick-
man: Jerry ftickrnan, Duward
Warren, and Richard Adams.
55%
Gen. Dynamics 56%
Gen. Motors 704 -1%
Gen. Ilre 28 A
Goodrich  -%
Gulf Oil 29 .%
Pennwalt 33 -4- %
Quaker Oats We unc




Dinith Radio 34% At
' -
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT. today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp., of
Murray, are as follows
Heublein Inc 29%
McDonalds Corp 46% -%
Ponderosa Systems  -9-kt
Kimberly Clark 44% -%
Union Carbide 57% -%














For Joe Roberts FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The funeral for Joe Roberts,
formerly of Calloway County,
will be held Saturday at 1:30 p.
Church, Hartsville, Ind., with
burial to -follow in the Hart-
sville Cemetery. The Norman
Funeral Home of Hope, .1Qd.,
is in charge of the
arrangements.
Mr. Roberts, age 68, son of
the late Henry and Elsie Lee
Roberts of Celloway County,
died Thursday at five a. m. at
his home in Hartsville, Ind.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Jessie Detrjca Roberts,
daughter, Mrs. Tommy Smith,
son, Alvin L Roberts, and six
grandchildren, all of Hart-
sville, Ind.; two- sisterS; Mrs.
Newman Grogan, Murray,
and Mrs. W. 0. Williams,
Cincinnati, Ohio; sister-in-




Earl Wheeler, a former
resident of south Graves
County, died Wednesday night
in Akron, Ohio, where he had
made his home for many
years. He was 73 years of age.
Survivors include his wife, a
daughter and a grand-
daughter, all of Akron, a
brother, Bill Wheeler, of
Sedalia, and five sisters, Mrs.
Manon Dublin and Mrs. Mike
Johnson, Sedalia, Mrs. Jessie
Dean McClure, Farmington,
Mrs. E. B. Poyner and Mrs.
Marshall Cook, both of
Mayfield Routel.
The funeral and burial will




Julia Lamb, 85, Benton Route
Four, are being held today at
one p. m. at Collier Funeral
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
R. J. Burpoe officiating:
Burial will follow in Horn
Cemetery. Grandsons will
serve as pallbearers. -
Mrs. Lamb died Wednesday
at 11:50 p.m. at Benton Long
Term Unit. She was a member
of Fairdealing Church of
Christ.
Survivors include a son,
Lawrence Lamb, Benton
Rolite Four; eight grand-
children, 23 great-
grandchildren and four great-
great-grandchildren.
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furiushed to the Ledger &
Ti mes by I. M. Simon Co. are as follows.
Airco 29% -%
Am. Motors  -,41.
Ashland Oil 35% +


















Give A Plant That'll Grow
As Your Love Grows!
Plants In All Shapes & Sires
From 994 to $3995
Open 1-5 Sunday For
All Late Valentine Shoppers!





"recklessly" when they fail to
have their children im-
ized measles,the
-rer director of p-vitive
health services says.
At least four times as many
Kentucky children had
measles last year as in 1975,
Dr. Carlos Hernandez said
Thursday.
He c ited several reasons for
the increase, but said the
"most important is that
children are not being im-
munized."
Last year, 758 cases of
measles were reported to the
Dr. Mullins Will
Speak At Churches
The Rev. Dr. William P.
Mullins, Jr., will speak at 9:45
a.m. Sunday, February 13, at
Story's Chapel United
Methodist Church and et
eleven a.m. at South Pleasant
Grove Church.
"The Parable of the Good
Shepherd" will be the subject
GI the sermon by Dr. Mullins
with scripture from John 10:1-
21.
At South Pleasant -Grove,
the Church Choir, directed by
Blondavene Cook with Olivene
Erwin as organist and Tommy
Gaines as pianist, will sing the
selection, "I Must Tell Jesus."
Sunday School will be held
at both churches Sunday
morning.
The evening service at
South Pleasant Grove has





Dr. Ray Moore, professor at
Murray State University, will
be the guest speaker at" the
.10445 a. m_ allarvices on Sun-
day, February 13, at the First
Presbyterian Church, Main
and 16th Streets. Hit  lerM011
subject will be "Infallibility"
with scripture from Proverbs
3:5-7 and Colossians 3:12-14.
Immediately following the
morning services the mem-
bers will receive their "love
loaves" which are small coin
containers, shaped like
miniature loaves of bread,
which will be kept on the
dinner tables as a reminder
that while they have much,
others have little or nothing to
eat, officials said.
The local church has
designated one hundred per
cent of the money collected in
the "love loaves" to be given
to World Vision International
for the emergency relief
ministry of World Vision
International, originator of
the Love Loaf program. This







development in 26 countries.
Kathy Mowery will be choir
director and Jim Wright will
be organist. Sunday School
will be at 9:30 a. m.
On Wednesday the Adult
Choir rehearsal will be held at
6:45 p. m. with the CEC and
Church School leaders to meet
at 7:30 p. m. at the home of
Jackie Conley.
The guest minister for
worship services on February
20 will be the Rev. Robert
Cholte of Paducah.
Rev. W. Edd Glover
Speaker For Sunday
The Rev. W. Edd Glover will
speak on the subject, "Friends
of God," at the eleven a.m.
servffles on Sunday, February
13, at the North Pleasant
Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church. His
scripture will be from John
15:14.
Greeters twill be Gregg Cain
and Tommy Thornton. Mrs.
Emma Dean Lawson will
direct the music.
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m. and Sunday evening




meeting on Monday at seven
p.m. at the home of Virginia
Jones, Oilm Estates, and of
the prayer services on
Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Delia Graham
on the Roy Graham Road.
Number Of Cases Of Measles Up In State
Bureau for Health Services in
the state Human Resources
Department, compared with
163 in 1975, Hernandez said.
But the "significant in-
-erease-ie--net-unique-to-Ken-
tucky," he said. ,
According to the Federal
Center for Disease Control in
Atlanta (CDC), 39,585 cases of
measles were reported last
year in the United States —
the largest number since 1971.
For the first three weeks of
,this STAG Uie Incidence of
measles nationwide was more
than twice what it was for the
same period the year before.




Three new deacons Of' the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will be ordained at the or-
dination services to be held
Sunday, February 13, at 6:45
p. m. at the church with the
Rev. Gerald Owen to bring the
charge to the church and to
the candidates.
The new deacons are
Raymond Crawford, Gerald
Cooper and David Smother-
man. Other deacons of the
church will assist in the
service and Tommy and Susie
Scott will bring special music.
The Youth will meet at 5:30
p. m. for practice and will sing
in the evening services.
The Rev. Lawson
Williamson, pastor of the
church, will speak" at the
eleven a. m. worship hour with
Jim Neale, deacon of the
week, assisting in the set"-
vices.
Special music will be by the
Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy-Scott with Mrs. Scott
as pianist and Mrs. Jim Neale
is organist. Their selection
will be "Learning to Lean."
Sunday School will be at ten.
a. m. and Church Training at
six p. m. Bus driver for
February is Bill Crick,._phone _
753-6647. Volunteer nursery
workers Sunday will be




Federal State Market News Service
February 11, 1977
Kentucky Purchase ..&a Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 592 Est. 1500 Barrows &
Gilts steady .25 higher Sows steady .50
lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. . $40.75-41.00
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. . . $40.50-40.73
US 2-4 240-260 Its. 139.75-40.50
US 3-4 380-220 the. ... $31.73-39.73
Sows
US 1-2270.3591k.. 132.50-33.30
US 1-3 230-450 lbs. . . . $33.00-34.00
US 1-3 450-650 lbs . $34.00-35.00




is associated with pneumohia
and other infections. One
death is associated with every
1,000 cases of measles, and
one-in -every- AK/is-associated-
with encephalitis, which can
cause brain damage, Her-
nandez said.
- The number of cases
reported for January in
Kentucky was "much lower"
than for the same month last
year, and Hernandez said one
factor may have been that..
many schools were closed
during the month because of
the weather and energy'crisis.
He said that is no indication
of how widespread measles
will be the rest of the year.
Although he blamed
-parents! -failure to immunise
children as the primary cause
of the rise in eases of measles,
Hernandez said even children
who have been immunized can
get the disease.
"No vaccine is 100 per cent
effective," he said.
Some children who were
vaccinated .at 12 months may
have been too young to get full
protection, he said. The CDC
has recommendedIfiat Wants
be vaccinated at 15 months
instead of 12 for better
protection.
Other children who get
measles even though they
were immunized may not
have received a booster shot,
or may have been innoculated
with a "killed" virus which is
not as effective, Hernandez
said.
Kentucky law requires
children to show proof of
immunization against several
childhood diseases, including
measles, and local school
authorities are responsible for
enforcing the law. .
But Hernandez said it is
basically the parents'
responsibility to see that their
children are protected_ — noL
the state's nor the school's,
He said since a parent can
get a child immunized at no
cost at the local health
department, the only thing
preventing immunization is
the inconvenience of going to a
clinic.
"That's a small price to pay




in addition to dealing with the
. Glendale Road -issue, the Murray
Common Council handled severaltiother
items of city business last nht..
Councilman Melvin Henley reported
to the council on the city's financial
situation for the year to date and said:
"As, usual, we are experiencing a cash
flow problem."
Henley said that traditionally in-
coming revenues are low at this time of
year in explaining why expenses for
January were about $10,000 more than
revenues.
The council approved, on the second
and final reading, an ordinance
rezoning four pieces of property on S.
8th Street , from residential to
professional office. The property is
across froth Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Harold Bradley Haugh was hired by
the council to fill a vacancy in the Fire
Department. Haugh, who was
unanimously recommended by the
council's fire committee, Is a graduate
of South Marshall High School. He is 22,
currently serves as a MFD volunteer,
and lives on Whitnell Avenue.
Mayor John E. Scott reported to the
council that he planned to appoint a
committee to study the need for
reapportioning city wards. Scott said
that a study conducted in 1973 needed to
be updated, mainly due to the an-
nexation on the north side of the city,
prior to the council taking action on
reapportionment.
Tommy Marshall, who is heading up
central billing for the city, said the
target date for the first combined
billing cycle of the natural gas, water
and sewer, and sanitation departments
is April 1, 1977.
He said the departments are
presently merging their billing
operations and, barring unforeseen
complications, the target date should
be met.
Marshall also explained that current
eriergy cOnservation efforts are
keeping the 'gas system from "getting
into a more serious situation than we
already are."
The gas system through January, has
used 55,000 more mcf (thousand cubic
feet) of natural gas than its allotment
for the winter period. Marshall said
that overrun is subject to a $10 per mcf
penalty.
The conservation program is keeping
the system from overrunning the
allotment by even greater amounts,
Marshall said.
He also pointed out that Texas Gas
had agreed, verbally to allow the city to
carry the overrun into the seven-month
summer allotment period. This would
allow the city to cut into the amount of
the overrun somewhat, and will give
the system an opportunity to possibly
purchase gas from another source to
replace that used over the allotment.
Wholesale Prices Up .5 Per Cent;
Doesn't Fully Reflect Winter Weather
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Wholesale prices rose five-
tenths_of_aperzentialanuary
but did not fully reflect the
impact of the severe winter
weather on food and fuel costs,
the government said today.
The Labor Department said
the increase, largely the result
of higher prices for farm
products, textiles and
machinery, was based on
prices in effect as of Jan. 11,
before the cold weather
damaged citrus and vegetable
crops in Florida and sent
natural gas and heating oil
prices rising.
January's wholesale price
increase was moderate, and
about in line with increases
each month since October. But
the government indicated the
effects of the cold wave will
cause February's prices to
• (Continued from Page 1)
because of parking problems
and traffic problems.
He pledged that the
university would work with
the city and the state in an
attempt to alleviate the traffic
problems. He also pointed out
that access to buildings on the
interior of the campus would
be provided for emergency
vehicles, such as fire trucks.
One drawback to the mall
concept and the location of the
new student center is that
accessibility to the ,, MSU
Sports Arena will be ham-
pered.
"We don't like it but we
don't have much choice," Dr.
Curtis said.
The problem will be that
fans attending events in the
Sports Arena will be forced to
park farther from the arena
than is necessary at present.
Prior to opening the session
to questions and answers, Dr.
Curtis listed some of the
benefits the area receives
because of the university.
He said the current year's
payroll for the more than 1,000
faculty and staff workers
would amount to $13 million.
Student workers will receive
approximately $1 million in
wages during the year, he
added.
In addition to the payroll,
Curtis said the university will
spend approximately $1.6
million for goods and services
with area vendors and the
airerige student spends ap-
proximately $600 per year
away from campus.
"In essence, the university
puts about $20 million per year
into the community," Curris
said. "We're very proud of the
town-gown . relationship,".
Curtis added. "We feel that
what is good for Murray is
good for the university and
what is good for the university




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The severe weather has hit
Xentuckians with costs and
damages approaching the
half-billion dollar mark, ac-
cording to state officials.
Businessmen and farmers
alone have lost more than $404
million, officials said Thur-
sday.
Gov. Julian Carroll's press
secretary, John Nichols, said
details and total losses would
be announced today.
The figures were compiled
by the state Division of
Disaster and Emergency
Services to back Carroll's
request that President Carter
declare the state a disaster
area.
Division Director Robert
McFerren and staff members
worked overnight Wednesday
and into the eveningThursday
to gather the iii rmatiun,
which will be forwa ed to the
President and the Atlanta
office of the Federal Disaster
Assistance Administration.
Commercial losses,
calculated by the state
Commerce Department,.
totaled $296.5 million, said





eventually show- up- at the
retail level, though the
relationship isn't always
precise and there ace time.
lags. While it is difficult to tell
just how much consumer
prices will rise as a result of
the cold weather, some
economists estimate prices
could be five-tenths of a per
cent higher this year than they
would have been otherwise.
Farm and food prices began -
rising even before the weather
affected crops, marking a
reversal from recent months
when it was industrial
commodities that were mostly
responsible for rising
wholesale prices.
In January, farm products
Increased 1.1 per cent, less
than half December's 2.6 per
cent jump but a sharp rise
nonetheless. Vegetable and
grain prices were up sharply.
Industrial prices rose five-
tenths of a per cent last month
following a three-tenths of a
per cent rise in December.
Fuels and other energy
prodUcts declined four-tenths
of a per cent in January.
However, the government
-said-energy-prises-lagged-by
one or two months.
The index for processed
foods and feeds declined two-
tenths Of a per cent after
rising 1.8 per cent in
December.
The wholesale price index
stood at 188.0, meaning that
goods purchased for $100 in
1967 now cost $138. Over the
past year wholesale prices
have risen 4.9 per cent.
Government experts say the
inflationary impact of the cold
weather will be felt mainly in
higher costs for fruits and
vegetables damaged by frosts
and drought, as well as the
increased prices for natural
gas and other fuels.
Although it is difficult to tell
just how much the consitther
price index will rise as a result
of the cold weather, some
economists estimate it could
be five-tenths of 1 per cent
higher this year than it would
have been otherwise.
Millions of dollars of citrus
fruits and winter vegetables
erase- damaged or destroyed
by frigid weather in Florida,
while a drought in California -
has affected production there.
Farmers have been unable
to truck livestock to market in
some snow-bound areas and
are having to spend more on
feed and to keep their animals
warm. This affects the cost of
meat production.
Industry and government
officials aim have been
warning that attlemen have
been gradually cutting' back
their herds, meaning less beef
in the coming months and
higher prices for what there
is.
Despite the freeze damage
to crops, the Agriculture
Department has forecast a
rise of 3 to 4 per cent in retail
food prices this year. Food
prices rose 3 per cent in 1976







Have dinner with us before
attending Campus Lights...
at these Low, Low Prices
Kansas City Cut 12 oz . 
2 lb. Sirloin for 2 People 






The a ove includes salad bar, potato of your choice, loaf bread.
All the Catfish you can eat
WOO Cole Slow rem+ frws Whop








Al -Jimmie - Pete -Bill - Dick - Tommy- Lee - Dwight - Hofford - Treat Your Wife To
A Night out.
.)
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